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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of Problem: For many years little effort
has been put forth to teach science in the grades of a
number of schoo~s. However, in rec~nt years there has
been a growing interest along the development of elemen
tary science. A few new programs have been introduced.
The newness of elementary science made clear the need for
an attempt in the devel~pment of an acceptable program
for the primary grades that it may be used in teaching
primary children. 1
The elementary science movement has made some prog
ress. It has lived through a period when educators ex
plained its great values; it has received its share of
criticism, both good and bad. Examinations of courses of
study, questionnaires sent to school&, and periodicals re
veal a decided increase of interest in elementary science.
New elementary textbooks and readers are appearing. Col
leges are offering courses in the teaching of science in
the elementary schools. This 1s proof enough that this
subject has come to hold an important place in the educa
tional program.
Better provisions are being made for the teaching of
W. H. o. Meir, "Trends in 1nementary Science Education. 11
November, 1933, LIV. PP. 150-153.
1

2

science to elementary pupils in some of the schools of
today.
Early science courses in elementary schools were
composed of object lessons which developed into nature
study ideas. Nature study books appeared, but many were
written by persons lacking in scientific knowledge. Much
of the fanciful and theological ideas crept into nature
writing and teaching. In many cases nature degenerated to
or failed to rise above mere naming of objects with little
sympathetic interest in activities and understanding which
moves its ardent devotees. 2
Since many changes have taken place in the schools,
teachers have found that nature study alone does not fit
the needs of the child, and attempts are being made to
introduce new principles into the grades on a scientific
basis. Therefore, the writer of this study thought it
feasible to collect and organize curriculum materials that
may be used in teaching elementary science in primary
grades.
Scope: The program suggested in this study was set
up for three grades in the primary school, namely, first,
second and third.
Source of Data: This study includes curriculum ma
terials gathered and assembled from magazines, courses of
study, textbooks, supplementary readers, story books,

aw. c. Croxton, Science in the Elementary School, McGraw
Hill Book Company, Inc.,New"York, 1937, p. 24.

3

bulletins, newspaper clippings, and professional books on
the teaching of science.
Previous Studies:

Donzil Orren Allen, in his !:!:2_

posed Curriculum in Science for the Elementary School of
the Athens County School System, Master's, 1939, Ohio Uni
versity, gives a brief resume of the history of nature
study and science in the elementary schools of the United
States; a statement of the criteria for selection of sub
ject matter; a brief study of the experiments on chil
dren's interests in science, and a proposed curriculum in
science for the elementary schools of the Athens County,
Ohio School System.
Joseph Edward Glackin, Department of Science In
struction of the National Education Association, 18951930, Master 1 s,1940, George Washington University, at
tempts to show the evolution of science and to discover
the topics on which most emphasis has been placed. He
forther shows that, since 1895 the sciences have been de
veloped largely as high school subjects, although in 1939,
many elementary courses of study included such scientific
subjects as health, animal life, and trees.
Sister Mary Magdela Schaeffer, Grade Placement and
Religion Correlation of Elementary Science in the Primary
Grades, Master's, 1940, Catholic University, evaluates
fifty representative courses of study in elementary sci
ence, and makes an analysis of ten series of most widely

4

used children's references in this field; and also sur
veys twelve Archdiocesan and Diocesan courses of study in
religion in an attempt to discover adequate grade place
ment of elementary science topics in the primary grades
of a Roman Catholic School curriculum.
Flora Evelyn Hall, Master's Thesis, 1939, Ohio Uni
versity, A Comparative Study of Nature Study and Elemen
tary School Science, to Determine Differences and Similari
ties in Teaching Content, Methods, and Objectives, points
out that both fields are so completely overlapped that
their theoretical identities might be lost and could be
considered the same.
Purpose of Study: The purpose of this study is to
present a program of elementary science that may be used
effectively in the primary grades.
It is hoped by the investigator that this data will
prove of_ value in the following ways:
1. In acquainting teachers with the value of
elementary science in the primary grades.
2. In stimulating teachers in wanting to make
provisions for teaching elementary science
to the best advantage.
3. In acquainting teachers with primary science
materials and methods of procedures.
Definition of Terms:

Science - defined by the New

standard Dictionary,FUnk and wagnallsis: any exact and
systematic statement of knowledge concerning some subject
or group of subjects especially a system of ascertained
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facts and principles covering and attempting to give ade
quate expression to a great natural group or division or
divisions of knowledge as the science of astronomy, bota
ny, chemistry, and medicine.
Science may be also defined as any department of
knowledge in which the results of investigation have been
worked out and systematized. 3
In natural science, more than any other study, we
are forced to find the true method of object study, we
a.re dealing with those objects and phenomena which stimu
late the mind to its fundamental activities and supply it
with elementary material of thought. 4
Nature study includes the whole broad territory of
the physical universe. From the standpoint of pedagogy,
nature study is not a collection of science, nor a sci
entific unity of all science in one, but a practical
grasp of the whole physical world around us as a set of
conditions environing a child. 5
The term ''science" as applied to the elementary
school situation embodies an a ggregate of fundamental con
cepts from the field of nature study, agriculture, home
economics, health, astronomy, earth-study, and other sciFunk and Wagnalls, New Standard Dictionary of the Eng._
lish Language, (New York, 1939)
•charles A. McMurry, Special Methods in Elementart Sci
ence For Common Schools, (Macmillan Company, l937 p. 6-6
3

6~ . ,

p. 6-8

6

entific experiences. 8
Descriptive:

In the descriptive type of thesis, an

attempt is made to describe a present situation in such a
way that it will be entirely intelligible.

6

state Board of Education, Course of Studt for the Vir
ginia Elementary School, Grade I-VII, 193, p. 436

7

CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
Introduction of Science·into The curriculum:

It is

the purpose of this chapter to give a brief history of the
development of science teaching in the schools. The record
of science was the observation made by primitive people,
of the movement of the heavenly bodies, and their mastery
of the implements by which they tried to increase these
curity and comfort of their lives. Science began with ob
servation of plants and animals that was useful to these
primitive people, however, no formal records were kept .
It is to astronomy that we most look for the devel
opment of scientific ideas. The Chaldeans went so far as
to recognize a law of periodicity even in eclipse.
The Greeks took their first from Asia .
It is to the Ionian philosophers of whom
Thales of Miletus (580 B. c.) is regarded as the
first, that we must turn for the earliest known
example of an advance on mythological view of
nature. 1
ie may trace a somewhat similar course of development of the problem of matter, the biological science and
geometry . The Greeks had the most striking success in
these early developments.

1 William

Cecil Dampier Whe tham, "Sciencet" The Encrclope
dia Brittanica. ~dition v. 24, (New YorkJ: Univers ty
Press, 1911, p. 379.
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Archimedes of Syracuse (287 to 212 B. C.) took what
may be the first step in the exact science of mathematics.
During the Dark Ages the seed of this early work in
science was buried, and was only retained by literature
written just before the Dark Ages. In the eleventh cen
tury, there was an intellectual revival which recovered
some of the last work of the ancient writers. Aristotle's
works were uncovered. The Renaissance Period, during the
fifteenth century, was one of rapid progress in science.
Men's outlook on themselves and on nature became
profoundly modified. At first the tendency 1as to substi
tute the authority of school men, but gradually more in
dependence of thought was secured; men like Leonardo da
Vinci (1452-1519) began to experiment and to record the
result. 2
Downing 3 gives a brief history of science teaching
dating from 1560 to the time of the Penikese School con
ducted by Agassiz. At that time the old universities were
classical. Students and teachers, who were interested in
science, were not recognized except in a few German uni
versities. This group, for the purpose of studying sci
ence, org anized the schools known as academies.
The seventeenth century was a period of scientific

aw.

C. D. Whetham, Q._£. Cit., p. 399.
Ell1ot R. Downing,7reac1iTn~ Science in the Schools,
Chicago, Ill. The Universi y of Chlcago7T"ess, 1925,
pp. 111-113.
3
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awakening. Comenius, Pestalozzi, Locke, Rousseau, Salzman
and Froebel were a few of the educationalists who were a
gainst the old classical education. The earliest scientif
ic academy was founded in 1560 at Maples. It was the A
cademia Secretorium Nature. England, France, and Berlin
established academies of science. Similarly in the United
States academies and schools sprang up. At this time uni
ver,sities began to offer courses in science, but they did
not require them for entrance or graduation. The early
history of elementary science in the story of development
of the public elementary scho~ls of the United States.
Weller,• in "The Nature Study and Elementary Science
Movement,"

gives some statements regarding certain per

sons that are important factors in early development of
elementary science in the United States. Louis Agassiz
was one of the most important leaders in the introduction
of science in the school. Agassiz conducted the romantic
Penikese School in the summer of 1873 in an old barn, on
Buzzard Bay, 18 miles from shore. To this school came the
leading scientific instructors of the country. It has
been said that this was , the school of all schools in Amer
ica which has had the greatest influence on American Sci
entific teaching. Many of the students of this group be-

¼Florence Vleller and Ottis W. Caldwell
''The Nature
study and Elementary Science Movement,~ School Science
and Mathematics, 33: 730-37, October, 1933.

10
came well knovm elementary science teachers.
Henry Straight was the ·outstanding elementary sci
ence teacher of this group. He introduced a series of ob
ject lessons in science and began the use of laboratories
for large classes at Oswego. Straight brought about a
change from the study of lifeless objects to the study of
living objects in their various relations. While Straight
was starting the elementary movement at Oswego, Henry
Clapp was helping to start the movement in Massachusetts.
Dissatisfied with the results of the object lessons led
to the establishment of a department of nature study. In
1889, nature study was taught in the summer school at
Cottage City. At first, the work was called "elementary
science," but this seemed too inappropriate and "nature
study" was suggested. This term seemed to be a good equi
valent. of the German

11

Natur Kunde" - Nature Knowledge. 5

This movement placed emphasis on the child's atti
tude toward his environment. The aim most often advanced
for nature was "to open the pupil 1 s · mind by direct ob
servation to a knowledge and love of the common things in
the child's environment." ':rhe nature movement gained
headway during the period from 1884-1890. 6
Wilbur

s.

Jacksman was another successful science

6
L. H. ~alley, The Nature ~g)dy Education. (New York:
Mcmillan Company';-Inc., 19
p. 24
,SW c Croxton, Science in the Elementar~ School, (New
Yo;k: •McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19 7) p. 23

11
teacher. He had several publications_which contained much
subject matter on nature study. Three distinct movements
in which Jacksman was a leader, first, by the introduc
tion of the newest science teaching into high schools;
second, by the elaboration of the nature study movement
in the elementary grades, and third, by bringing into mu
tual relation the work of the university with that of
training teachers. 7
Another development which aided the nature study
movement was the enlargement of the Agricultural Educa
tion at Cornell University (1893-1894). The Cornell Move
ment was an outcome of the Agricultural Depression of
1891-1893.
In an effort to interest the people to return to the
country, an appropriation of $8,000 was given to Cornell
for the promotion of agriculture in New York State. A
committee was formed, George L. Powell was at the head.
He decided that the fir~t step in helping agriculture was
to interest children in the farm through nature study.
After the first year, Professor Bailey had charge of
the project. He directed this work for fifteen years. His
activities in this work covered many fields. He wrote
leaflets; he held summer schools in nature study; he es
tablished the Nature Study Quarterly; and he lectured be-

7

Florence Weller, QE.• Cit., p. 737
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fore many different audiences.
Professor Bailey was the first president of the
American Nature Study Society. The first meeting of the
organization was held at the University of Chicago, Jan
uary 2, 1908. By this time the movement had made definite
headway. At this meeting, many papers were read, the con
tents of which focused on whether or not nature study was
a science.
Liberty Hide Bailey, P..nna Botsford Comstock and John
L. Spencer were the outstanding leaders of the Cornell
movement; however, Anna Botsford Comstock Mas the most
prominent teacher of children.
By the end of the nineteenth century the nature study
movement had spread until it had gained a place in school
programs; but during this time new changes were taking
place in the schools of the United States. A new movement
was on education and true elementary science was intro
duced into the schools.
In order to understand the change from nature study
back to elementary science, we must turn to the trend in
science teaching whi ch has spread from college to the
elementary school and to the primary grades . Nature study
had its beginning in the elementary schools, but elemen
tary science had its beginning in colleges, where there
was a new movement of systematized science teaching.
Elementary science was gradually introduced into the

13
elementary grades. Croxton says: "College physics came to
the high school with a -little mathematical shortening and
a few minor alterations. Chemistry was likewise cut down
for younger members. Botany and Zoology came down to the
high school in a similar manner.
"Later they were not altered but they were made over.
Some of the essential principles of these were incorpo
rated into a biology course. Science found its way to the
ninth grade about 1912. Since that time science has been
introduced rather generally into the seventh and eighth
grades. Now elementary science has found its way into all
grade levels of the elementary schools. ,r

8

One of the greatest changes from nature study to
elementary science was a more critical evaluation and se
lection of subject matter in terms of life situations.
As the movement progressed, it became evident that
many phases of the junior high school science courses con
cerned children of the intermediate grades. Many of the
courses were simplified and used in the elementary schools.
Therefore, nature study .and systematized science met and
determined our present elementary science. Both movements
have vital contributions which were incorporated into our
elementary science today. 9

8\v. c.

Croxton, 11What Can the Elementary Sc~ence School
Contribute in a Continuous Science Program?' Science Edu
cation, 23: 5, January, 1939.
9w c Croxton, Science in the Elementary School, (New
Yo;k: •McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1937) p. 27
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The Laboratory Schools of the University of Chica
go10 serve as a laboratory for the Department of Education.
Science has had its place on the program since the begin
ning of the schools. The records of the school show that
as early as 1900, four years after the elementary school
was started, science was listed as a subject of instruc
tion in grades IV through X. The prominent position given
to science at that time has continued · to the present, ex
cept that in recent years the pupils in the Laboratory
Schools have been introduced to planned experiences with
the natural world and with natural science each year of
the course from the first year of the kindergarten through
the last year of college.

.

Since the elementary movement had made such progress
in the schools, there was a demand for a year-book in
this field. The idea was first placed before the Board of
Directors of the National Society for the Study of Educa
tion at a meeting held in Dall.as, in February, 1930. The
society recommended that a year-book on the teaching of
science in 1932 be undertaken.
The elementary science movement has made steady
progress. It has lived through a period when educators
explained . its great values; it has received its share of
10 science Instruction in the Elementary and High School
Grades, By Member.a of the Faculty of the Laboratory
schools of the University of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois:
University of Chicago Press) 1939, p. 5
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criticism, both good and bad. Examination of courses of
study and periodicals reveal a decided increase of inter
est in elementary scien?e• Many new elementary science
textbooks and readers are appearing. Many white colleges
are offering courses in teaching of elementary science.
From a study of questionnaires sent to five Negro
Colleges in Texas, deans of three of the colleges said
that at least one course for the teaching of elementary
science was being offered. From a careful - observation of
their catalogue description of courses, it appears that
not much emphasis is being placed on the teaching of sci
ence in the primary grades. Knowing the shortcomings of
teacher training courses of study and formal primary sci
ence materials, the writer has, out of interest and sym
pathy for the situation, made this study.
In the consideration of methods of teaching science
in the first grade, the teacher should realize that the
immediate environment of the pupil may be utilized. The
young child is curious about the things which he sees.
He is interested in the brightly colored pictures which
he sees in his books and he eagerly listens to simple
stories about birds, trees, and animals; he has acquired
some acquaintances with them before he enters school.
Now, he wants to learn more about them.

16

method. Considering the limitations of the child's vocabu
lary at this level, numerous accurate colored pictures
must do a large share of teaching. Careful controlled and
organized work-pages and simple, observational experiments
are helpful, and as the child progresses in the primary
grades, emphasis on the story telling method of teaching
can gradually be replaced by a unit problem method of or
ganizing material in which experimentation plays a larger
and greater part.
By means of simple observations in primary grades ,
the child can be made increasingly aware of his environ
ment. Already he has come to wonder what this is and what
that is, now he is able to become acquainted, for exam
ple, with several different kinds of animals, and acquire
a few simple guides which will enable him to identify them
as animals, and also to tell them apart, he can be led to
understand simple science concepts based on observation.
During these years science can develop a background of
ideas and attitudes necessary for making the world about
him increasingly meaningful. It can produce familiarity
with elementary science study skills and establish an
elementary science vocabulary which will prove invaluable
to him later on. At every point, the child will be en
couraged to develop open-mindedness, and as a result of
this preliminary training he will be able in later ele
mentary grades to draw some elementary generalizations
from activities of plants and animals.
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CHAPTER III
OBJECTIVES OF ELEMENTARY SCIENCE TEACHING IN PRIMARY
GRADES
We may define an objective as an anticipated out
come, accepting this definition as such, it is necessary
to make objectives in order to achieve desirable out
comes. Since teaching elementary science in the primary
grades is practically new, the writer thought it feasible
to collect, and present in chapter three, a number of ob
jectives for teaching science in the primary grades. They
are as follows:
The Pennsylvania Course of Study presents these ob
jectives for our consideration:
1. A study of science $hould seek to give the pupil
the beginning of scientific lmowledge.
2. To lay the foundation for future scientific
growth.
3. To develop habits of seeking information at
the source in nature.
4. To point out the need of preservation and devel
opment of natural resources.
5. To fill the pupil with a desire for truth and
show him the need of proof.
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6. To give him the foundation for a scientific
method of lmowledge. 1
The Kansas City Tentative Course of Study in Nature
Study and Elementary Science, lends to this investigation
these objectives:
1. Reverence for life and a desire to conserve
natural resources.
2. Habits of thinking , through trying to explain the
how and the why, and through drawing conclusions.
3. Wholesome use of leisure through contact with
nature. 2
Saucier 3 in his restatement of democratic objectives
for elementary education seeks to help the teacher gain
further insight into a much broader field, lists and
discusses the following in detail:
The elementary school should be dire cted by assist
ing the child
1. To develop an ever-incr eas ing range of wholesome
interests.
1
Course Of Study in Science, Grades one, two, and three,
Pennsylvania Department of Public InstrucITon,tfii'lletin
72, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 1932, p. 3
2
Tentative Course of Study in Nature Study and Elementary
Science - Grades I-VI. (Kansas City, Missouri : Kansas
Public Schools, 1930) pp. 11-28
3w . A. Saucier, Theory and Practi ce in The Elementart
School, Ne,1 York: The Macmillan Company";-T941) p. 16
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2. To develop sound habits of thinking.
3. To evolve a social outlook, or point of view.
4. To acquire facts and skills, meaningful to the
child individually and socially useful to him.
It is evident that all our objectives are interre
lated, each one depending on and contributing to the
others. Not one of them should demand the attention of
the elementary teacher in advance of the other. For in
stance, it is unnecessary and unpedagogical for the ob
jectives involving teaching the so-called essentials, as
fundamentals to dominate instruction in the elementary
school.
The lista of elementary science objectives as assembled by

w.

C. Croxton are arranged as major aims:

1. To open new avenues of interest and satisfaction.
2. To develop social attitudes and appreciations.
3. To cultivate scientific attitudes and methods of
procedure.•
Young children have great curiosities, that is one
of the most scientific attitudes that must be developed.
The aims of elementary science should be to have children
to know what is going on about them, and to be curious
about many things, ask questions concerning curious ob
servations. To enable the individual to meet the problems

c • croxton ,

hat Can Elementary Schools Contribute
in a Continuous Science Program?" Science Education, 23:
kr
-vv.

5, Jan • , 1939 •

II
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of existence with scientific knowledge, is another aim
that concerns the elementary child. He needs to know cer
tain habits and knowledge for preserving his health; he
must be trained in various practices to insure his safe
ty; and also to be able to use certain devices effective
ly.
Croxton fur~her advocates the major aims of teaching
science:
1. To cultivate scientific attention and methods of
procedure.
2. To lead to broader concepts, generalization , and
outlooks.
3. To open new avenues of interests and satisfaction.
4. To enable the individual to meet the problems of
existence with the available scientific knowledge,
requisite, and skills.
5. To develop social attitudes and appreciations. 5
Obviously, this list of objectives for science in
struction is essentially the same as the list of general
objectives presented by The Committee on Elementary Educa
tion of New York State Council of Superintendents . The co
inciding aim is essential for consistency and proper em
phasis of instruction in the several school subjects. Ac
cordingly as we apply the above object~ves to the teaching
of science we are applying the general objectives previous-

Sr/1.

c.

Croxton, QE_. Cit. p. 38
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ly discussed.
1e need to rem.ind ourselves that it is unlikely that
the adolescent and adult will develop very far in the
spirit and method of science unless they began so in
childhood.
Croxton comments .further:
We have come to consider the first few years of
the child's life the most important formative period.
It is possible that we may discover that they are
likewise most important in establishing scientific
attitudes. Our aim should be to have elementary pu
pils who are alert to things, who ask questions,
challenge statements; wish to try things for them
selves; demand evidence and reasons; check exaggera
tions; discover between the true and "make believe "
in stories; have a tendency to collect the evidence
on both sides of a question before deciding; are
open-minded, and able to change opinions, but are
•
not too easily swayed by their associates. 6
The elementary school beginning with the primary
grades is the time to deveiop social attitudes and appre
ciations. There are many opportunities for such experiences,
important among these are the practices for health and
safety for others, cooperation through group activity,
desirable attitudes towards animals, birds, trees, flow
ers, and so on.
It is necessary to recognize certain common objec
tives that may apply to pupils in the primary grades.
From the study of a number of elementary science objec
tives taken from courses of study, boo k s and special

6w. c. Croxton, QE.• Cit., p. 49.
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studies, the following list is offered in planning a
functional elementary science program for primary chil
dren:
1. To satisfy the child's curiosity and to broaden
his interest in his environment.
2. To make better citizens of the· child through the
knowledge of :facts and principles of nature by
eliminating prejudice, fear and superstitution.
3. To inspire interest in and love for the utiliza
tion of out-door life as a source of equipment
recreation in leisure time.
4. To arouse the questioning attitude in the child
and introduce to him the scientific method of
thinking and solving problems through direct ob
servation and investigation plus verification in
books.
5. To teach the child to listen to the voice of na
ture, so as to find "tongues in trees, books in
brooks, sermons in stones, and good in everything."
It is there:fore, essential that the classroom teach
er keep in mind certain objectives which should be at
tained as a result o:f the elementary science work in her
particular grade.
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CHAPTER IV
METHODS AND TECHNIQUES USED IN TEACHING PRIMARY SCISNCE
Methods :

The methods used in the teaching of elemen

tary science are very important. They help to determine
the reactions and experiences of the children, "by method
we mean the general procedure, not the refinement of
technique.'' "Method usually seeks the most appropriate,
effective, or convenient way of acquainting the pupil
with the facts of which the subject matter consists." 1
The first requirement of a good method is that it
shall provide abundantly for the interaction of the
child with his environment.
It is important to consider methods in terms of
definite aims of elementary science teaching. The method
should aid in carrying out the aim. The work in elemen
tary science should be centered around pupil enterprises.
It is important that the method arouse interest on the
part of the child.
The method is determined by what one is trying to do.
In discussing methods of teaching elementary science,
Slavson and Speer 2 say that method is determined

11

(1) by

the fundamental objectives in view, and (2) by the basic
psychological outlook of the teacher." 3
1 • c. Croxton, Science in the Elementar! School, (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19 7) P • 52.
2 s. R. Slavson and Robert K. Speer, Science in the Edu
Education, (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1~4J,p. 216.
"!bid., p. 216
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Since science has been introduced into the elementary
grades the question has been asked many times, "How
should science be taught?" As in other subjects, there is
no definite way to teach science; however, there are dif
ferent methods suggested. It is the purpose to review
several lists.
The following is a list of interesting methods from
different points of view. (1) The Lecture Method goes
back to early times when books and manuscripts were rare
and knowledge was of a necessity passed on from teacher
to pupil by word of mouth. (2) Question and answer method
was also early in vogue. (3) The Textbook Method, in its
p~re form, presents to the pupil the knowledge to be re
quired in• print or manuscript with illustrations or dia
grams. (4) Object Study Method was a reaction from this
dogmatic instruction; objects were studied by sensory
contacts, not in order to solve problems, but to deal with
objects rather than opinions. 7hen appropriate objects
were not available, pictures were substituted. (5) The
Picture Method is a modification of the Object Method.
(6) The Observation Method was a step in advance of the
Object Method in that it studied things in their settings.

(7) In the Experimental Method the pupils are trained to
Observe an experiment or demonstration. (8) The Laboratory
Method superceded the Experimental Method, while the ex
perimental method is performed by the pupil rather than
by the teacher. (9) The Problem Method of instruction,
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the pupil is faced with a problem which possibly he dis
covers or which is presented to him, and he precedes with
the solution, or the class may work as a group under the
direction of the teacher. (10) The "Heuristic Method," a
method inseparably connected with the discoverer of truths.
(11) Then, there is the Project Method, merely one type of
the Problem Method. (12) The Unit Method,• - the organiza
tion and integration of subject matter into a program.
These methods were named in the order of their intro
duction into use. some of them are more like teaching de
vices than methods.
According to Slavson and Speer, 8 this list below is
similar to the one prepared by Downing.
1. The Lecture Method, is characterized by the teach- •

er telling his pupils the facts about certain subjects.
The object is to convey to the child valuable information.
It does not provide for response from the pupils.
2. The Socratic Method is the question and answer

method. It is superior to the lecture method, however,
there are many objections to this method.
3. The Library Method is known as the "book method,"

in this method, the pupils study certain subjects from
tests and references.
4Elliot Roland Downing, Teachin~ Science in the Schools,
(Chicago, Illinois: The Unlvers ty of the'"l;hlcago Press,
1925) pp. 111-113.
6 Slavson and Speer, .QE.• Cit., pp.
216-280.
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4. The Object Study Method, the teacher presents the
object to the pupil and explains its nature, features,
functions and use.
5. The Picture Method emerged from the Object-Study
Method, the teacher presents the object to the class for
study, while, the Observation Method, the pupils make
their own observations.
6. The Lecture-Demonstration Method, is a combina
tion of lec_ture and object-study-method. Demonstrations
are given with the lecture.
7. The Individual Laboratory Method, consists in giv
ing the pupils outlines and instruction for science ex
periments. Definite results are required of the pupil,
all must arrive at the same conclusions.
8. The Dalton Laboratory Plan revolved around the
monthly rrcontractrr. The contract is an assignment prepared
by the teacher; The pupil agrees to cover it in a month's
time.
9. The Unit of Instruction is an adaptation of the
Project Method. They are similar.
10. The Historical Method aims to present to the pupil
the subject matter in the historical sequence of its discovery.
11. The Biographical Method, is more of a present action of science through creative and romantic aspects of
the lives and labors of the great ecientists.
12. The Concentric Method - This method is concerned
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with a subject matter organization in whi ch the pupils
repeat the same ground three times in successive years.
Additional facts are added each time the work is repeated.
13. Heuristic Method - This method placed the stu
dents in attitudes of discoveries. The method meant their
finding out rather than being told. It meant, "I discover.''
14. The Proj ect Method - "Learning by doing" is the
project method. The project was a central interest around
many activities that took place.
15. The Co-ordinate Plan - This is a method of con
tent organization rather than a specific teaching proce 
dure. Scientific facts are presented to the children by
the lecture demonstration method , as they relate toques
tions comprised within other learning areas~
16. The Integrative Plan - This is a plan for subject
organization of the various sciences. Facts are presented
or discovered by children as they relate to one another
without any class distinction.
17. The Club Plan - Stimulates student participations
and initiative in scientific learning. It was started as
extra activities outside of regular class work .
18. Trips and Excursions - Trips and excursions are
very important. They give a wider appreciation and a deep
er understanding of the world in which the pupil lives.
They should be well organized.
As in other lists, some of these methods are not
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methods, but they are more like devices and aids.
Much work has been done in recent years on the eval
uation of the relative effectiveness of the different
scientific teaching methods. Even many experiments per
formed have not proved that any definite method is best.
Slavson and Speer 8 discussed more fully, the search
discovery technique as a teaching or learning procedure,
"The search-discovery technique is not a formalized, de
fined method, it is an approach to the conditions under
which learning takes place, through the utilization of the
psycho-organic drive of the child.
In using the search-discovery methods, the first step
is in the schoolroom. The children discover, observe,
manipulate, examine, ask questions and discuss with other
children in the room. The teacher stays in the background.
When the child app eals to her for help, sh e should re ply,
"Let's find out II or ''Perhaps this book will tell us." 7
Herbert

s.

Zim 8 stresses individual laboratory work

as a method of scientific teaching , but he also suggests
the use of demonstrations. He lists these values of Lab
oratury work:
First, it permits each pupil to engag e in the manipu
lative activity which is i mportant for muscular control

Slavson and Speer,~ Cit., pp . 290-369.
Ibid,, p. 301.
etrer'6'ert s. Zim, "Development of a Program of Elementary
science, 11 Elementary School Journal, 40: 657-666, May 1940
6

7
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and co-ordination. Second, it provides the most personal
application of learning by doing. Third, it enables the
teacher to give individual nelp to those pupils who need
i .t most and permt ts others to work at their own rate of
speed. · Fo~th, it provides strong psychological motiva
tions £or continued interest; persona~ success with ego
satisfaction, completion with materials in a problem sit
uation, discovery and invention. :
The individual laboratory does not mean that
each child works alone. Sometimes the pupils work
in groups or even all together on the same experi
ment. The individual laboratory is based on prob
lem situations. Elementary science does not need
to limit its scope because of instruments used for
experiments. Even the beginning children can use
some instruments. There are toys, such as the elec
tric trains and airplanes to use. Th ere are animals
and plants for study. Primary children can plant
seeds and bulbs for their science experiments. 8
Another recent survey has been made by David
Russell. 10 He lists the methods under four types.
1. The incidental method
2. The definitely planned unit
3. The subject core unit
4. The science concept unit
The incidental method does not depend on a course or
pre scribed procedure. The procedure is to take some speci
men of life that the children bring to school, and use it

s. Zim, .Q.E.• Cit., p. 663.
• Russell, "Here is an Answer to the questior,-.
How should Science be Taught in the Elementary Grade?
Science Education, 23: 38-43, January, 1939.
9

Herbert

10 navid
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for developing further interest and activity. The chief
criticism is that there is no organized procedure and the
information gained is a group of . facts that may be neither
useful or practical.
The definitely planned unit method means that a unit
of work is planned for the class, and it is to be com
pleted within a certain time. This method has its advan
tages. It prescribes the same subject matter for each child,
and it also provides useful and valuable information. The
chief objection to this method is the way of determining
the subject matter.
In the subject core unit method a specific subject
may be the core of the unit and the other subjects radiate
from it. The advantage of this method is the inte gration
of subject matter. It offers excellent opportunity for in
dividual study and creative work. The main criticisms are
that the subject matter lacks uniformity and that the sub
ject matter might reach beyond the comprehension of the
elementary child.
The science concept unit method uses a science con
cept as the subject, and the unit develops as the inter
est and abilities of the classes are indicated. The teach
er guides and directs the activities related to the con
cepts that she is trying to develop. The activities de
velop until they have established the principle of the
concept in the minds of the children. The advantage
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claimed for this method is that the teacher aims to es
tablish a general concept in the minds of the children.
Objection is, the miscellaneous facts of the subject mat
ter that might be included.
Either of these four methods may be used with good
results; however, the incidental method and the definitely
planned method may be used more successfully in the pri
mary grades. No one method of teaching science is best.
Various methods should be combined and used. It is for
the teacher to survey her field, then select the method
that will approach the aims.
"Good teaching involves adjustment to the temporary
needs of the pupils and this must imply flexibility of
methods. Effective teaching involves the use of methods
rather than a method." 11
Still, an inexperienced teacher may

onder how to

begin a science program. In the first place, begin. Start
by calling attention to the thing s of interest in nature
and encourage the children to do the same. Children are
always interested in the seasonal changes of plants, ani
mals, and weather.
How is one to choose from all these problems? These
suggestions by Helen Dolman Blough 12 may help in the
choice of a unit. (1) Is it worthwhile from the standpoint
and Speer, QE_. Cit., p. 288.
1.2Helen Dolman Blough, "Meffiods of Teaching Science to the
Children" Science Education, 23: 12, January, 1939.

11 Slavson
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of functioning in children's lives? (2) Is it challenging?
(3) Is it within their ability? Will it stimulate thinking
of the superior children, yet have an appeal to the duller
ones? Does it present an obstacle in their thinking, yet
not a barrier? (4) Is the material available with which
to present it?
In developing a science unit we may follow a skele
ton plan such as this.
I. Major Problems
A. Minor problems, resulting from the analysis
of the major problems . These are actually
the questions the children ask.
II. Solution of the Problems
A. Activities by which the problems are solved.
These should be as interesting as possible
and should be carried out by the children
where practicable. Sometimes demonstrations
are given by the teacher with the assistance
of the children.
III. Outcomes, we must expect to get in terms of ap
preciations& attitudes, skills, habits, and
knowledge. 1
While the methods that have been discussed in this
chapter are applicable for use in the elementary grades ,
the incidental method seems most useful in the primary
grades . There is no outli~e procedure for this method.
It is for the classroom teacher to guide , inspire, and in
terest the children in their discoveries. The procedure
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is to take some specimen of plant or animal life or some
mechanical device that the child brings to school, and
talk about it. During the discussions, questions will be
asked which will lead to problems to be solved. The prob
lems are -then solved by observations or simple experiments.
The problems provide for many activities. There are
no planned outcomes and no planned objectives, but acti
vities develop as the interest increases.
Since there is no outline procedure for teaching the
incidental method, these steps are suggested:
1. Selection of subject - Let us assume that the
child has brought some specimen.
2. Discussion of specimen - Check to see what ex
periences children have had ihich may furnish a
starting point . Have children to recall these
experiences. Press them for full information.
3. Problems - During the discussions children ask
questions and as questions are asked, rrite them
on the board. Children will state their o rm
problems in discussions. The questions asked
provide the problem to solve.
4. Solution of problems'- The children will discuss
ways of finding the answers, or solving the
problems.
To do these activities, experiments may be performed
by the pupils, demonstrations may be made, or books may
be examined.
The incidental method is a very good method to use in
the primary grades . This method affords children an oppor
tunity to make worthwhile contributions and also gain in
formation. Many children are stimulated to gq on in their
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leisure time to wider interests .
It is necessary, however , for the teacher to provide
the setting and plans for the experience . All members of
the class study the same subject and make some contribu
tions to it . Emphasis is placed on actual contact with
science materials .
Both the incidental and planned experienced methods
are essential in the primary grades . No one method will do.
Science well taught will contribute to the
development of the child by helping him become
better adjusted to his environment . By removing
many unnecessary fears, science helps free the
child from one cause of emotional instability.
By teaching him to solve problems it helps him
to meet and solve life problems . By acquainting h
him with physical and biological laws, it helps
give him a sense of security, by awakening an
interest in worthwhile hobbies that may help
occupy leisure time. 1 ~
Equipment and Facilities:

The classroom should be

a means of stimulating interest in elementary science. A
classroom is a room to be lived in, and it should be a
pleasant one . It has its effect upon the pupils; there
fore, it should be fitted so as to create interest and en
courage activities . The following suggestions are only a
few of the numerous ways by which one can make a class
room more usable and interesting .
The bulletin-board is one of the necessary fixtures.
Every primary room should have one science bulletin-board
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for pictures and clippings from magazines, books and
newspapers. This bulletin-board may also be used as a
place to exhibit outstanding work of pupils. The materi
als should be attractively arranged and labeled. The label
should indicate the nature of the work . Contributions to
the bulletin-board should be made by both the teacher and
the pupils. Something new added everyday calls attention
to the bulletin-boa.rd and keeps it interesting .
Children bring in various types of science materials.
An exhibit table should be available also. As much of the

material as possible should be labeled and set up where it
can be examined by the children. The tables and chairs
also provide a place to display outstanding work and col
lections prepared by the pupils. Rocks , shells, nests,
twigs, and insects make interesting exhibit material.
Often children bring pets or small wild animals to
school; a cage should be provided. It is not necessary to
buy a cage , the ·children can make one out of boxes and
screen wire. The room should be equipped with a movable
cage or pen for larger animals. These cages may be made
from scrap material or boxes brought from home.
An aquarium, either small or large, is essential in

the primary room. For an aquarium one may use a rectangu
lar jar or bottle, or even a large deep pan serves very
well. The aquarium accessories are:

goldfish , tadpoles,

a small turtle, some snails, or a salamander. A piece of
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aquatic plant and fish food are necessary.
A terrarium in which growing plants and small ani
mals are kept should be provided. A large aquarium, or a
homemade container may be used. The terrarium must be
covered. Many kinds of plants and animal life can live in
a terrarium: fern, moss, low-growing plants , frogs, sala
manders , toads, snails, and snakes. The terrarium provides
for the first hand observation and study.
There should be an adequate place provided for all
the specimens brought to school. Large paste jars, bot
tles, cans, fruit jars, and cigar boxes may be used. A
bird cage should be at hand .•
Classrooms are equipped with blackboard space; the
room may be made more interesting and valuable by using a
border of colored chalk illustrations which relates to
the science interest at that time.
A classroom is not complete without a variety of
growing plants . Each room should be equipped with window
boxes, flower pots, and vases. Children may make attrac
tive containers by painting boxes, cans, and jars. Bulbs
and hanging bowls filled with flowers are attractive. Seeds
planted in sponge, growing potatoes , and carrot tops make
attractive growing plants .
There are a few science books available for primary
children. Re cently new scie~ce books have been published,
just a few schools are supplied with these books. The new
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books are better ellustrated and are organized with in
terest of the child's and his environment.
If desirable reading material is not available,
chart stories may be used. These stories may be hecto
graphed and made into individual books for extra reading
material.
The teaching of elementary science in• the primary
grades does not require expensive science equipment, for
most of the teaching materials can be obtained from homes.
Large sheets of oak tag paper for charts should be avail
able. Other supplies needed are boxes, paints, brushes,
hammers, nails, saws, and paper. Materials brought from
home and a few pennies well spent will supply ample mate
rials for good science teaching .
However, there are a few special science materials
that could be used. These may be borrowed from the sci
ence department in the high school. These special mate
rials are: bunsen burners, ·glass tubes, insect killing
jars, scales, magnests, magnifying glass, and prisms.
These supplies help to make science a part of the lives
of children.
Utilization of Natural Resources:

Science teaching

is not limited to classrooms. Excursions, field trips, or
school journeys should be a very definite part of the
elementary ~cience teaching . School journeys furnish val
uable means of enlarging experiences for children.
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The great out-of-doors is the perfect text
for the teacher of elementary science. It is
free, open, healthful; it is its own motivation,
its own stimulus. The out-of-doors invites ex
ploration and children are eager to explore.
Nothing can give a child the richness of experi
ence and reality of textbook materials than the
natural outcomes of a well planned trip. 15
Classroom work is important, yet every teacher
should realize the value of observation by means of school
journeys. The values of school journeys are as follows:
1. It arouses and encourag es intellectual curiosity
and scientific attitudes on the part of the child.
2. Starts children to thinking critically.
3. Arouses interest of parents
4. Brings about more group unity
5. Encourages cooperation
6. Leads to other trips. 16
If trips are to be successful cautions should be
borne in mind:
1. In extent, make the trip to fit the physical endurance of the child.
2. Plan the work to fit the intellect of the child.
3. Have a specific problem for each out-door trip
as well as for each classroom discussion.
4. Let the child do the work. Power in the child is •

11

Peacock, "Into the Field e Go," Teachers Col
lege Journal, 10: 13, September, 1938 .
fsNelle Morris, nTrips in an Experience curriculum, "
Childhood Education, 15: 349, April, 1939.
1 Margaret
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the thing sought. Second hand information is not
so valuable

s information gained through per

sonal contact. 17
School journeys help the child interpret his work. They
give him first hand information. They are as much a part
of the elementary science program as are the classroom
activities.
Utilization of Pupils' Experiences:

Experience in

some homes is so limited for many children that it is for
the teacher to provide for experiences by means of school
journeys.
uggested excursions are:
1. A walk around the school yard to become acquainted
with the surroundings.
2. Short trips in the neighborhood to look for
flowers.
3. A walk to the park to observe trees.
4. A visit to the yard of a playmate to observe a pet
or a hen and chickens.
5. A walk to watch for birds.
6. A visit to the children's room of a nearby libraPy.

7. A walk to a nearby garden to see fruit trees in
bloom.
8. A trip to a pond to collect things for an aquarium.

l.7Ruby Minor, Early Childhood Education (New York: D. Ap
pleton-Century Company, Inc., 193'7) P • 324 •
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9. A trip to a lake to see the boats, also bird

lif'e, or to gather shells.
10. A trip to a greenhouse.
11. A trip to a broadcasting station.
12. A trip to a zoo or circus.
13. A trip to a f'arm.
14. A trip to collect autumn leaves.
15. A walk to collect seeds.
16. A trip on a train to a nearby town.
17. A walk to view the clouds.
18. A walk to find signs of spring.
19. A walk in the snow to look for tracks.
20. A trip to a saw-mill.
21. A trip to see hills, valley, creeks, river,
springs.
Every neighborhood has something of interest in na
ture and science. A trip should give experience with the
child's own environment.
Before starting on any school journey it is advisa
ble always to make a definite plan. There should be a
definite time limit f'or starting and returning to school.
Primary children should have a rest period before the
trip in order that the trip may not cause undue excite
ment, fatigue or strain.
The teacher should make arrangement in advance of
the trip unless she has made the trip several times. She
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should make the trip before she takes the children. In
doing this she can anticipate what may happen, and also
she may lmow how to make the trip more profitable and
successful.
Means of transportation nmst be arranged. Some trips
do not require conveyances because they are in easy walk
ing distance of the school. Walking, cars, school buses,
wagons, street cars, taxis, or perhaps a train are some
of the ways which may be used for the trip.
The children should have a part in deciding upon the
trip, in planning for, and in conducting it. The following
procedure is offered for conducting a school journey.
I. Preparation
A. Be·sure there is a definite purpose for tak
ing the trip, both for the teacher and pupil
B. Build on the child's previous experiences

c.

1th the help or the children:
1. List the things to look for
2. List the things to be collected
3. Decide upon what to take

D. Discuss standards of conduct
1. Be courteous and helpful
2. Observe the traffic rules

3. Refrain from disorderly conduct or

boisterous talking or laughing
4. Keep within hearing distance of the
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teacher.
E. Discuss good habits of observat on s
1. Keep in mind the purpose of the trip
2. Motto, "Look, Listen, Wonder, and Learn"
II. The Trip
A. Make observations and collections as planned
• Be on the look out for surprises
III. The Next Class Meeting
A. Check Results of the trip
B. Engage in discussion
C. Verify the accuracy of impressions. 18
School journeys are greatly enjoyed and are very
profitable, and should not be forgotten innnediately upon
return to the schoolroom.
Taking the class to the outdoors

is quite as im

portant as bringing the outdoors into the classroom. Al
though lmowledge and appreciation of nature should be
the primary aims of these trips, there should always be
a definite purpose, something to look for.
Suggested Journeys for Primary Grades
I. In the School Buildings
A. Science Room
18

Tentative Course of S[Kdy in Nature Study and Elementary
science, Graci:e'sT-'Vr.
ansas City, MissourITKansas City
Public Schools, 1930) pp. 21-22.
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B. Library
C. Industrial Rooms
II. Neighborhood Shops and Buildings
1. Grocery
2. Meat market
3. Bakery

4. Dairy
5. Restaurant
6. Dry-goods Store

7. Pet Store
8. Wood yard
9. Book Store

10. Laundry
11. Post Of'fice

III. Town and City Trips
1. Building Construction
2. Railroad Station
3. Freight Trains
4. Derricks
Children who are playing postman visit the local
post office. Such trips as these are on the whole of more
value to the primary children than visits to museums,
because they stress present-day life instead of the
stored-up past.
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CHAPTER V
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Primary children are true scientists; they spend
most of their time trying to find out about the things
around them. No other part of the science work is more in
teresting to them than experimentation. "No other work
affords the opportunity for doing as does the science work.
Even the simple doings of the primary grades lead to dis
coveries."1
Children may perform many experiments which are of
little value as far as real learning and growth are con
cerned. Their experiments are mostly for fun; however,
there are some easy experiments which are on the level of
the primary child, and they do gain some knowledge in
trying them. ~xperiments are valuable. Loften V. Burge
discusses four values to be derived from experimentation
in elementary science.
Experiments are of value because they use the
immediate interest of children and they aid in ac
quiring specific knowledge. Yet, the most impor
tant value is the challenge it offers for thinking
and applying acquired knowledge to problem situa
tions; the provision it makes for social organi
zation through meeting the needs of the individual;
the stimulus it gives to independent reading, and
1Gladys Forley, Meridel Underwood and Ma..r,jorie Pratt,
"Primary Children Experience in Science, School Science
~ Mathematics, 39: 517, June, 1939.
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the necessity it requires for teacher-pupil co
operation.2
Experiments do challenge. thinking. When a group of
children are working on an experiment, they will talk a
bout it and ask questions. These are indications of their
thinking. They will take from known facts and try to apply
them to their present problem.
Experiment contributes to social development. A
child must have the opportunity to live and work with a
group in order to develop socially. The experiment offers
a situation in which pupils have common interest in some
problem, and to which each child may make some contribu
tion. The problem has to be selected, the materials have
to be secured and experiments have to be tried. These
phases provide for group work.
There is a great opportunity for experiments to ex
pand reading interest and skills. After a child in the up
per elementary grades becomes interested in some special
topic in science, he doe~ much independent reading on his
own desire for information. The extra reading improves
the child's ability to read and adds to his general knowled e.
The experiment also develops teacher-pupil cooperation. It is important that teachers should be able to work
sLoften v. Burge, "Let's Experiment," Childhood Education ,
15: 367, April, 1939.
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informally with children. The teacher

h ould not answer

directly the questions that her pupil asks, but she
should guide them to find the answers. The experiments in
science provide

means by which the teacher and her pu-

pils may each grow mentally, develop socially, and work
cooperatively.
Practically all the materials used in experiments
are materials that are in the classroom, or can be easily
made. Tin cans, bottles, jars, and small pans are very
useful. A large pan is necessary. Looking _glass, colored
glass, glass prism, la.mp chimney, a magnet, a magnifying
glass, and some glass tubing are useful.
In most schools these would not be a part of the
regular equipment, but when actually needed, some of these
materials may be borrowed from the high school science de
partment.
Experiments are very interesting to children. How
ever, they should not be selected at random. They should
be related to some group interest. They should be very
simple at first. A few seeds planted in various kinds of
soil serves as motivation for studying seed germination
and plant growth. A magnet and a few nails create an in
terest in electricity magnetism. A simple whirl-wheel made
of paper and wood provides for an interest in the wind. It
is better to have the children do the work, but sometimes
it is necessary that the teacher give some demonstration
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which the children can•t perform.
Children should be encouraged to report on their ex
periment from day to day.
Following are examples of different experiments
which have been performed in the primary grades:
Na tura·l Phenomena
I. Lesson on W1nd 3
1. Observe that the wind is blowing the cur
tains. Watch how the curtain blows out when
the wind blows.
2. Make a simple whirl-wheel of paper and wood.
Hold the wheel against the wind. The wind
turns the wheel.
3. Swing your arms around. The wind can be

felt. Run, and the wind blows against you.

4. Fly a kite. Draw it rapidly against the wind.
The wind makes the kite go up. Pull the kite
in the same direction. Notice the differ
ence when you pull with or against the wind.
5. Blow into a toy balloon. Notice that it
fills out. Close the opening, and press
gently. Let the air escape.
6. Light a candle and put a glass jar over it.
Notice that the candle soon goes out. Light
the candle again and leave the jar off. The
candle will burn.
7. Blow up a paper sack and burst it. Notice
the noise.
II. Lessons on Water
1. Pour water into various vessels. Notice that
when it is still, the surface is flat. Fill

Herbert McCoy,~ Ex eriments in Elementary Selene~
London: (Oxford "[J'n!vers ty Press,-r934)
3

1
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a bottle with water. Tilt it in various
direction~. Notice that the surface is flat
and level.
2. Set a pan of water exposed to the air. Ex
amine it day by dayo Notice the water gradu
ally dries up.
3. Put a little water in a pan. Put the pan in
the stove. Observe that the water goes into
the air. Notice that heat makes water go
into the air.
III. Solutions
1. Shake up a little salt in a bottle of water.
Notice that the salt dissolves. Try other
things which dissolve into water. Try
sugar, soda, chalk, sand, rocks, or other
things that can be found.
IV. Cry~tals
1. Catch snow flakes on a dark piece of wool
cloth, or on a dark piece of paper. Observe
the flakes through a magnifying glass. No
tice that the flakes have six points. Notice
that there are no two alike.
2. Dissolve some saltpetre in warm water. Put
in saltpetre until no more will dissolve.
Let cool. As the water cools crystals will
form. Pour them out on pieces of blotting
paper. Examine crystals with a magnifying
glass. Notic~ their shape.

v.

Soap Bubbles
1. Mix a soup solution in a pan of water. Blow
the bubbles with a spool or pipe. Blow large
bubbles and let them float. Blow bubbles in
the sunshine. Notice the colors. Notice how
the bubbles rise. They soon fall because the
air in them has cooled.

VI. Magnets
1. Use a magnet to test what it attracts. Test
small pieces of iron, steel, brass, wood.
Notice that the magnets attract only iron
and steel.
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VII. Electricity
1. Rub a cat's fur in cold weather. Notice
what you see in the dark.
2. Brush or comb hair. Notice the electrical
condition.
3. Have electrical toys brought to school.

Observe how they work.

VIII. Heat
1. Rub the hand briskly over the other. Notice
that they become warm.
2. Dip two sheets of blotting paper in water.
Hang them up, one in the warm sunshine, and
the other in a cool place. Notice the warm
sheet dries up quicker.
3. Place an object in the sunshine. Notice how

warm it gets.

4. Burn a hole in a piece of paper. Hold a lens
between it and the sun.

IX. Light
1. Observe dark and light days, and observe the
lighting of the room.
2. Place a glass prism in the sunshine. Make a
colored spot on the wall.
X. Weather Charts
1. Keep a weather chart. Observe seasonal
changes. Make weather predictions. Make ob
servations. Make calendars.
XI. Shadow Sticks
1. Make a shadow stick. At each hour of the day,
note the shadow, a week or two later make
another. Note change of the shadow. Keep a
record. Continue the record from time to time
throughout the year. Observe the changes.
XII. Snow and Ice
1. Fill a pan with snow. Set it near a heater.
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Notice that the snow melts to water, and
that there is not as much water as there
was snow.
2. On a very cold day, put some water in a pan
and set it outside in the cold. Observe that
it turns to ice.
3. Fill a bottle with water and put a lid on it.
Put the bottle out of doors in the cold. Ob
serve that the bottle breaks, because when
water freezes there is not enough room in
the bottle for all the ice. Ice takes up
more room than water.
Plant Life

XIII. Seed Planting
1. Place seeds between two blotters and set in
saucers. Moisten the blotters and cover
with another saucer. Place in a warm place.
Notice the development of the roots, stems,
and leaves of the body plants from within
the seed.
2. Plant seeds in a similar way but use sand
instead of blotters.
3. Place a large sponge in the water. Scatter
bird seeds or some other small seeds over it.
Observe the growth.
4. Plant seeds in four cans. Keep one can in
the dark, and one in the sunshine. Keep the
seeds watered in one can, do not water the
seeds in the other can. Observe the differ
ent developments.
5. Plant seeds in eggshells.
6. Plant seeds such as orange, or grapefruit.
7. Learn where seeds grow. Watch a flower until
it goes to seed. Get the seed and plant them.
8. Watch a seed take off its coat. Moisten some
cotton, place in water in a dish. Put bean
seeds on the cotton. atch the coat open and
come off.
9. Go for a walk. See how seeds steal rides.
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XIV. Plants
1. WFiltlhaitjar with water. Place a potato in it.
a c
grow.
2. Cut the green top of a carrot. Leave about

one fourth of the carrot on the green leaves.
Set in a saucer of water and observe.

3. Set a plant in the sunshine. Notice how the

leaves turn to the sunlight.

4. Root cuttings of plants. Observe how the
roots grow.
5. Plant bulbs. Observe their growth.

Many other simple experiments may be tried in the
primary grades. Herbert McKay 4 gives a more detailed ac
count of easy experiments in elementary science.
After a child has worked out an experimen t, he may
not be able to te~l the things he has learned, but he
will learn a few simple f a c ts and he will have courage to
try other experiments. Experiments do help children to
grow mentally, develop socially, and work cooperatively.
Animal Life
Visual Aids: The primary grade teacher is no longer
limited to her classroom. She now has many visual aids
for teaching elementary science. A rather broad defini
tion of visual aids is given by Charles F. Hoban. 6

He

defines visual aid as:

4

Herbert McKay, Easy Experiments in Elementary Science,
London: Oxford University Press, 1934
6
Charles F. Hoban, Charles F. Hoban, .Jr., Samuel B.
Zisman, Visualizing the Curriculum, (New York: The Gordon
Co. ) 1937, p. g.
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Any picture, model, object, or device which
provides a concrete visual ex~erience to the
learner for the purpose of (1) introducing, build
i(ng up, enriching or clarifying abstract concepts
2) developing desirable attitudes, and (3) stimu
lating further activity on the part of the learner.
A few of the visual aids which might be used are:
1. Mounted Still Pictures
2. Lantern Slides
3. Opaque Projectures
4. Stereographs
5. Moving Pictures
A primary elementary science teacher should make ex
tensive use of magazines and book illustrations because
they are plentiful and inexpensive. Magazines are filled
with pictures; they should be trimmed and mounted on dark
construction paper. The teacher's collection should con
stantly grow. Not all pictures are good instructional ma
terial, but they appeal to young children and they great
ly enrich the learning process.
Every elementary school should have a lantern slide
projecture. Lantern slides can be borrowed or had for a
small fee from Visual Instruction Libraries. There are
lantern slide sets on birds, animals, flowers, and other
subjects pertaining to elementary teachers. Lantern
slides may also be traced by teachers and children on
pieces of ground glass.
The projecture makes the picture large enough so the
whole class can see the material presented, and it gives
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definite information.
Another valuable aid is the opaque projecture. It is
a simple machine that has to be used in a dark room. It
will enlarge opaque material large enough so that it can
be used for group discussions. The value of the opaque
projecture is that it provides for the use of materials
that are not otherwise usable. Pictures from magazines
and books, original drawings, post cards may be shown by
using an opaque projecture.
The stereograph is the most realistic of all the
pictorial materials. It shows the third dimension in a
flat picture. The stereograph is a view through the stere
oscope. Stereographs are especially good for young chil
dren. They should be placed on a table where children may
use the material at any time.
The motion picture is one of the most important visu
al aids. It is different from the other material because
it adds motion experience. There are many silent and
sound instructional films for school use.
The runction of the motion picture as a visual aid in
the teaching of elementary science may be defined as:
(a) The depiction of continuity of processes and

events.
The depiction of observable action.
The depiction of unobse able 5 action.
The development of atti t udes.

8

Charles F. Hoban, .Q.E.• Cit., P• 98.
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Modern school systems are supplied with all of these
various types of materials, but in smaller school systems
the supply of visual aids and equipment is limited.
Radio: Recently the radio has become an aid to in
struction in elementary science. Science programs have
been presented over the radio for the purpose of testing
its value as an aid, and the programs have been successful.
In a study made by Lyle Brewer, 7 it shows that radio
broadcasting can be a usable educational device:
(1) Particularly for stimulating activity on the
part of the children.
(2) As a means of inaffecting attitudes transmitting
information.
More schools are being equipped with radios, and if'
more science programs are presented the radio will become
one of the chief aids in teaching elementary science.
Tests:

The results of science experience in the

primary grades are difficult to evaluate. Attempts have
been made to appra.i se the growth in elementary science
work, but these attempts have not been very successful.
There are tests that measure factual

materials; however,

they do not measure·the growth in scientific attitudes,
skills, and appreciations. Different types of tests have
been tried in the upper elementary grades, and the pie7Lyle Brewer, "Radio as Aid to Instruction in Elementary
Science," Science Education, 23: 60, 1938.
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tu.re interpretation test has been used in the elementary
grade .
Joe Young West says:
It is no longer considered adequate for pupils
to be able to reproduce given sets of facts, to
routine answers, to pre-assigned questions, or to
make certain scores upon formal tests in competi
tion with their fellow pupils. Instead, it is ex
pected that pupil will be able to use the results of
their educative experiences in situations which they
have to face. 8
If a teacher wants to test a child's growth in ele
mentary science she must riot only test for factual

mate

rials, but she must also watch for indications of growth
in the development of scientific attitudes, skills and
appreciation.
To test these more tangible parts, the teacher should
observe the behavior of the child. The observation tech
nique has been developed as one means of appraising ele
mentary science work.
As a result of contact within the ability to observe
more accurately and there is greater curiosity about the
immediate surroundings. This growth is shown in the ques
tions the children ask, in their knowledge, and in their
growth of their science vocabulary. There is evidence of
interest and progress shown by the materials and collec8Joe Young est, "A Technique for Appraising Certain Ob
servable Behavior of Children in Science Elementary
Schools" (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1937) p. 1.
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tions brought to school by the children.
Followi ng are examples of different type s of tests
that have been used in the pri ary grades:
1. Use a group of pictu res corresponding words to
match. Draw a line from the word to the ri eh t
picture.
2. Color and cut hecto r phed pictures.
3. Draw free h and pi ctures of objects.
4. Using r i ddles and games about flowers, ani mals,
and birds.
5. Asking oral questions.
6. Using d ifferent types of hectograph seat work
such as:

a. Yes
No
Al l o ak leaves look alike.
b. Mark around the right answer
A am a maple leaf
A am a willow
c. Vfui ch is right?
Some seeds steal
flowers, rides, tr e es
d. Draw around the s entenc e that tells about
the picture
e. Draw around the word that tells ab out the
pi c ture .
f. I have long ears.
I have a short tail.
I am gray.
Draw me
Color me
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I. Arrangements By Seasons
In planning an elementary science program, emphas s
should be placed on life situation. The activities should
be of such nature as to meet the interest, needs, and
abilities of the child. The activities shou l d develop
scientific attitudes, skills, and appreciations rather
t han teaching of knowledge facts. Suggestive activities,
which are included i n t h is chapter, each s e ason lends it
self particularly well to certain sc1.ence activities. The
following suggestions indicate the items suitable f or au
tumn, winter, and spring use.
Autumn
Signs of autumn:

leaves falli n , plants dying, days

shorter.
Insects: caterpillars, crickets, grasshopp ers,
spiders, butterflies.
Pets:

dogs, cats, birds, fish, squirrels.

Bi rds: dove, blackbirds, crow, quails, and other
common birds.
Wild flowers:

sunflo wers, goldenrod, golden glow,

daisy, chrysanthemum.
Fruit and veg etables: a pples, pears, pumpkins,
turnips, corn, and potatoes.
Trees:

oak, maple; elm, hackberry, pecan, sycamore.

seeds: Milkweed, nuts, corn, weed-seeds.
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Domestic animals;
Fowls:
Weather:

cows, horses, sheep, goats.

ducks, geese, chickens, turkeys.
sun, rain, wind, frost, clouds, lightening.
Winter

Signs of winter: Cold days, short days, long nights,
plants dead, leaves gone, birds gone.
Weather: clouds, rain, sleet, ice, snow.
Insects: pupae, cocoons.
Fruit and vegetables:

oranges, bananas, lemons,

apples, carrots, turnips.
Flowers: geranium, fern, narcissus, poinsettia.
Trees: evergreen, pine, spruce, cedar, fir.
Birds: canary, sparrow, pi eon, red-brids, red
headed woodpecker.
Animals: snakes, toads, frogs, turtle, reindeer.
Fowls: turkeys, chickens.
Spring
Signs of spring: New life, green grass, flowers,
birds returning.
Birds: robins, meadow-lark, blue bird, mocking-bird,
sparrow, chimney swift, red-winged black bird, and barn
swallow.
Flowers: crocus, tulip, iris, daffodil, pansy, evening-primrose, dandelion, rose, lily, blue-bonnet.
Animals: rabbit, zoo animals.
Insects: butterfly, moth, dragon fly, firefly.
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Trees.: Observe change in trees that was studied in
autumn.
Fowls: hens and chickens, ducks, geese, turkeys.
Seeds: All vegetables and flowers seeds.
Weather: springtime showers clouds, wind, rainbows,
hail, moon, stars.
II. Effective Experiences
An arrangement· of effective science experiences has

been set up to show some activities, procedures, and out
comes that should be included in an elementary science
program for the primary grades. Following is a group of
experiences:
I. Signs of Autumn
A. Objectives
1. To recognize its chief characteristics
2. To appreciate the beauty of autumn
colors.
3. To ·understand that autumn is the harvest season.
B. Activities and Procedures
1. Talk about the weather.
2. Take a walk and look for signs of
autumn.
3. Discuss signs of autumn.
4. Call attention to the way nature is
preparing for winter.
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5. Call attention to the fact that autumn is
harvest season.
6. Set an exhibit of signs of autumn.
7. Read stories and poems.
8. Tell the story of t4e first Thanksgiving.

c.

Desirable Outcomes
1. Knowledge that autumn is harvest season.
2. Knowledge that it is time to make prepara
tion for winter.
3. Knowledge that plants change in the fall and
that animals are fewer.

4. Understanding of what Thanksgiving means.
5. Appreciation of the beauty of autumn colors.
II. Pets in School
A. Objectives
1. To note the habit and need of pets.
2. To learn more of the value of pets.
3. To have appreciations and considerations
for other forms of life.
B. Types of pets.
1. Birds, fish, dog, cat, rabbit, squirrel,
chickens.

c.

Activities and Procedures
1. Read stories and poems about pets.
2. Visit a yard to see pets.
3. Have pets in school.
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4. Discuss care of pets.
5. Bring pictures of pets in school.
6. Draw pictures of pets.
7. Make charts, stories about pets.
8. Dramatize stories.
9. Make models in clay.
10. Make jointed animals.
11. Make homes for pets.
12. Have a pet show.
D. Desirable Outcomes
1. Knowledge that pets depend on us for food
and care.
2. Knowledge that pets need food, fresh air,
warmth, and sunshine just as other living
things do.
3. Knowledge that pets are our friends.
4. Growth in interest and love for pets.
III. Leaves
A. Objectives
1. To appreciate the beauty of autumn colors.
2. To note the changes in trees.
3. To learn to recognize the trees by their
leaves.
IV. Collecting Seeds.
A. Objectives
1. To discover that plants grow from seeds.
2. To see that seeds are distriputed in various
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ways.
3. To know the use and value of seeds.
B. Activities and Procedures
1. Gather seeds of silver maple, elm, willows,
cottonwood, and poplars - any or all of
these complete charts began in the fall.
2. Plant seeds of each in the school garden and
watch their growth.
3.

atch and care for the seedling of apple and
peach trees.

4. Germination of seeds - early in the term
plant in boxes in the schoolhouse seeds of
lima beans and nasturtiums. Watch and de
scribe development.
5. Plant in the school garden lima beans, and
nasturtiums for fall study of the entering
classes, and watch their growth , give good
care, watering if necessary, and keeping
free from weeds.
Raise enough so that children may store
a quantity of ripe seeds to send out
to other classes for study.
The nasturtium blossoms may be sent
to sick rooms or to children's hospitals,
and may be also used to decorate the
schoolrooms.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE TESTS
Multiple Choice Te_sts, Matching, Yes

and No may be

used in grades I through VII.
There are at least four types o f selection tests.
Type one consists of a two column selection of a series
of related facts.

Type I
Draw a line from the word in which the first column
to the word in the second column that are closely related.
1. winter

plant

summer

cold

cotton

hot

wool

sheep

2. lettuce

red

potato

green

banana

brown

tomato

yellow
True False Tests

These tests may be used beginning with grade II.
A true false test consists of a number of state
ments, some true, arranged in random order.
The principles to be used in conducting this type
test are: Select content from a wide range of material
taught; make a series of at least 10 to 25 true state
ments covering the subject matter (they should be of im-
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portance and should contain content that provokes real
thinking). Make a series of statements that are not true
ones; arrange them in random order with the true ones;
make the statements as short as possible; do not deliber
ately write catch questions which can be taken in two
ways; make sentence positive rather than negative.
Completion Tests

•

Completion tests may be used through grades I through

VII.
The completion tests consist of a number of true
statements which are presented to the pupils with certain
key ideas or key words missing. The plan of the test is
for pupils to provide from the extent of their knowledge
the part of the statement that remains, or the missing
words.
Principles used in constructing the tests are: se
lect subject matter to be covered, and simple statements
(usually the group of statements are omitted); select key
words or phra ses that will obscure the meaning, but will
not detract from it.
Example : A baby cow is called a _________
These sentences are about butterflies and moths. Some
of them are wrong. Write No after ·each wrong sentence.
a. Most butterflies fly in daytime. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
b. caterpillars eat and grow bigger.
c. Butterflies get nectar from flowers.
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d. Butterflies kill many flowers.

e. All moths come from cocoons.

--------------------------that harm us. Here are

f. Most moths fly only at night.

Pests are living things
insects that are pests:

4

fly, grasshopper, mosquito,

cockroach.
lrite the correct name under the right sentence.
a. It eats the crops of farmers.
b. It carries germs on its feet.

c. It bites and hurts people.
d. It eats and spoils much food.
Many animals eat insects and pests. Look at the names
of animals below. Mark over each animal that does not eat
insects and pests.
toads, birds, bears, worms, lizards, flies, bats, snakes,
cattle, frogs.
Where do connnon flies lay their eggs?
Put this mark X by each right place.
manure

grass

------dirt

--------- garbage

spoiled meat

------still

water

Look at these sentences. Where can mosquitoes lay
eggs?
Put an X at each word that is correct:
water

barrels

-

-- houses - grass -

ponds

dirt
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Mark out each wrong sentence.
The best way to do away with mosquitoes is to:
Build many large bonfires.
Do away with standing water .
Spray the air with bug spray.
Elementary Science Problems

1. vhi ch of these are living things?
tree

doll

feather

worm

wagon

smoke

pump

sugar

bug

horse

table

grass

cat

stove

iron

water

bird

leaf

paper

insect

2. Are these plants or animals

insect

bee

tree

rose

parrot

cabbage

rabbit

robin

lettuce

vegetable

grass

flower

calf

worm

beetle

steak

milkweed

beet

bird

fly

3. How do plants get their food?
4. How do autumn leaves fall off?
5. How are seeds scattered?
6. How are plants like animals?
7. How do plants get their food?
8. How does the wind help us?
9. What makes some days longer than others?
10. What makes it dark by night but light by day?
11. What little insect was necessary before red clover
could be .raised in Australia?
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12. How do animals sleep?

13. What animal is considered a weather prophet?
14. What animal carries it house on its back and has
eyes on the end of its horns?
15. 1hy do some bulbs bloom in water without earth?
16. Why do farmers plant clover on a field and then plow

it under?

17. What little animals cling to their mother's neck when
she flies?
18. What animal is like an animated pin cushion?
19. Why doesn't a squirrel's teeth wear out?
20. What animal will starve in twelve hours?
21. What animal has a living cradle in which to carry its

young?
22. What animals foretell the weather?
23. What animal is a natural thermometer?

24.

hy do plants need sunlight?

25. How does the moon pull the sea?
26. Why does rain fall in drops?

27. How does a fly walk on the ceiling?
28. How do birds find their own way?

29. Nhy do birds sing?
30. Row far away is the sun?

31. Row large is the sun?
32. How high upward does the air extend?
33. Why do some plants have thorns?
34. Why 1s the sky blue? ·
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35. What causes the colors of sunset?
36. Are bird's nests ever used for food?
37. What little animal often rides on his nurse's back?
38. How do birds learn to fly?
39.

hat insect carries its babies in a valise?

40. What are shooting stars?
41. What makes stars twinkle?
42. Why do not stars twinkle?
43. What is the Milky

ay?

44. What insect keeps slaves?
45. Where does chalk come from?
46. How far can a fly fly?
47. Why do animals in snowy countries wear white coats?
48. Can a fish hear?
49. Why and what is smoke?
50. Why does water run off a duck's back?
51. What insect carries a lamp more efficient than the
best artificial lamp invented?
52. What animal fills its legs with water when it walks
and folds them up when at rest?
53. Why do a cat's eyes shine in the dark?
54. Why does frozen water burst pipes?
55. What causes hail?
56. Why do all clouds not look alike?
57. What makes snow white?
58. Why are dewdrops round?
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59. Why is a tiger striped?
60. Why does a cat have whiskers?
61. Do plants breathe?
62. How do little chickens breathe before they are
hatched?
63. Does a worm breathe under the ground?
64. -How do fish breathe under the water?
65. What makes the clouds?
66. What is wind?
67. What makes it rain?
68. Why are leaves -on trees and bushes green?
69. What makes a rainbow?
70. What are weeds good for?
71. How do bees make honey?
72. What does a queen bee do?
73. Where does the snail find its shell?
74. What makes it thunder and lighten?
75. Do animals talk?
76. Why do we have winter ·and summer?
77. What makes dew?
78. How long do trees live?
79. Do plants sleep?
80. Why do burdock burs have hooks?
81. How do ants keep little cows?
82. What is air?
83. What are diamonds?
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84. What can be done to raise the nutritional standard
in our community?
85. How are plants adapted for securing food?
86. How do plants reproduce?
87. Why are plants important in soil erosion and prevention of floods?
88. What is weather?
89. What is climate?
90. Which cools more quickl-y, land or water?
91. Where does rain water go?
92. How is the moon different from the stars?
93. What are planets?
94. How do trees grow?
95. How is time measured by the moon and stars?
96. How is time divided?
97. How has man improved plants to serve his purposes

better?
98. How are seeds scattered from their mother plant?
99. How do the following change the earth's surface:
water

glaciers

plants

air

volcanoes

100. fuat is the most important use of water?
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
One of the greatest difficulties encountered in an
effort to teach elementary science in the primary grades
may be traced to the fact that classroom teachers and
supervisors fail to see its importance and its relation
to the child. They fail to see that elementary science is
a part of the child's life.
The purpose of this study is to present a program of
elementary science for the primary grades.
Every school system should have an adequate, func
tional elementary science program. Definite aims and ob
jectives should be set up. The chief aim in teaching ele
mentary science should not be only to give the child fac
tual informati on, but it should provide for growth in the
development of scientific attitudes, skills, an

appre

ciations on the part of the child. The classroom teacher
is not the only means of stimulating interest in elemen
tary science, there are school journeys, experiments,
radios, and visual aids. There is no definite method of
teaching elementary sicence ; however, incidental and
planned experiences are highly recommended for primary
children.
The materials for the classroom teaching of elementary science are numerous, and the teacher should have a
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knowledge of these materials in order to set up a func
tional program for primary grades.
It is essential that the teacher of elementary sc ence be an understanding teacher who loves to discover.
She should want to initiate a science program and also,
want to see it succeed.
The writer believes that school is life and also a
preparation for life and that every effort should be made
toward developing the lives of children in such a way
that they 1111 make a qontribution to a better world and
will become normal, happy adults .
With these ideas in mind, the whole organization and
structure of this study in elementary science has been
formed. Each unit has been prepared with the hope that it
will contribute something to the life of youth and will
help in meeting the problems of adulthood.
It has been assumed that all teaching begins with
the experiences of childhood and dev~lops newer and better
experiences. The subject matter has been used by consider
able number of activities, which it is hoped will termi
nate in increased learning.
Traditional subjects have been ignored. The subjects
matter has been developed around units which may include
material from any one or more of large areas of science.
Science has made possible many of the pleasures and
comforts which man enjoys today. It is essential that boys
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and girls know something of the scientific point of view
in order that they may better understand how these con
tributions make for the pleasure of mankind.
In addition to these things, it must not be forgot 
ten that one of the first essentials in successful teach
ing is to enable pupils to learn to think or reason.
It is hoped that the organization of this study pre
sented will aid the teacher in developing independent
thinkers among her pupils.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. That more elementary science books, simple, inexpen
sive equipment, and more and better visual aids be pro
vided.
2. That a continuous program of science beginning in
the kindergarten and extending through the elementary and
secondary schools be included in our curriculum.
3. That teacher-training institutions introduce courses
designed to pi:.-epare teachers to teach primary science in
their classrooms.
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Many interesting lessons in elementary science arise
from th e que st ions which the children themselves ask in
connection with their social s tu.di es program, like:
1. What is rain? Where does it come from?
2. What are clouds made of?
3. What makes it thunder?
4. How do birds fly?
5. How can it be daytime here and night in China?
6. What is the moon made of?
7. Why do the stars shine?
8. How do mother animals take off their young?
9. How do animals build their homes?
10. How do the silkworms spin their cocoons?
We have tried in the elementary science lessons that
follow to offer a live, challenging procedures that will
give children information. Many of these lessons are
planned so that they may be followed by experiments, by
out-of-door trips, or by observation studies.
The first grade teacher should build up a really use
ful science vocabulary, should stinru.late the child to ask
questions. These questions asked naturally by the chil
dren will motivate any number of worthwhile classroom ac
tivities. Nothing could be more interesting to the child
than the seasons and their changes, the weather, the ani
mals on the farm, the birds and their migration, the
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plants, trees and flowers, the sun, the moon and the
stars.
Plants
Development through Illustration: The teacher draws
upon the blackboard a picture of a tree to look as near
like an out-door scenery as possible. She labels the roots,
trunk, branches, leaves, and information is given to
children through class discussion.
Many plants have roots.
All trees have roots.
All plants with roots have both stem and leaves.
Some plants are little, others are very big.
Who can name some very big plants?
Who can name some very small plants?
Various kinds of trees are mentioned.
Who can name some smaller plants?
dandelion, a tulip.

A geranium, a

Can any o~e tell me the parts of a tree?
leaves, stem or trunk.

Roots,

The teacher may write the following simple reading
direction on the board.
Find the roots of this tree.
Find the stem of the tree. What is the duty of the
stem?
Find the leaves of the tree. Can you tell from the
leaves what kind of tree it is?
Does this tree have branches? Find them?
Can you name any other tree with branches?
Some plants have buds and blossoms on them. Does this
plant have buds and bloss.oms?
The · ch11dren read the directions, then run and point
to parts designated and answer the wuestions asked.
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The Leaf
Development through Discussion:
''We have a pie ture on the blackboard of a leaf. 11

"c an some one read the names for the parts of the
leaf'?" · Child reads stem, blade, and veins.
"Can some one find the blades?"
"Can some one find the stem?"

Child finds.
Child finds.

"Is the blade the big or the small part of the
leaf?"
''Are all the veins or the same size?"
"Can some one find long veins?"
"Can some one find short veins."
FU.rther Suggestions:

The teacher may explain to the

children the way to tell one plant from another. She may
show the children various kinds of leaves, - oak, elm,
and maple, to designate their dif'ferent shapes. She may
then show them the three leaves and explain how in each
leaf' the veins di:t'fer not only in number but in arrangement.
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Plant tall crops
at north end of the
garden so they will
not shade the other
low growing vegeta
bles

Grow Victory Garden On Paper First
By Dean Halliday
Before running the risk of wasting seed it will be
well for Victory vegetable garden for beginners to grow
on paper first. When the garden is laid out on paper mis
takes can be seen and corrected and it is much easier to
correct mistakes with an eraser than it is with a garden
spade.
The important factors to work out on a victory plan
are: size, arrangement, spacing of row, variety of vege
tables, intercropping and succession of crops. The Victory
paper plan should also serve as a guide to the amounts of
seeds necessary.
As illustrated in the Garden Graph, it is best to
plant Victory vegetables in rows running north and south.
This gives the plant all the suntight possible. Plant the
tall growing vegetables such as corn and tomatoes at the
north end of the garden plot, for if such vegetables are
planted at the south end of the garden, for example, they
are apt to shade the low growing rows from the sun, as
illustrated.
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String beans can be grown in the poorest soil while
root crops, such as beets, carrots, parsnips and turnips
should be planted in the deepest and richest soil so
their roots will be long and well shaped.
Released by Central Press Association
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Plant Mro t ball deep then gradually
f'ill to soil surf'ace

Care of' Tomato Plants in Victory Garden
By Dean Halliday
Tomato plants should not be set in the Victory gar
den until all danger of' f'rost is past. If' the plants are
purchased f'rom a grower select a sturdy looking plant
which are stocky and have dark green f'oliage .
All plants when transplanted into g arden are set
back a little deeper than they were growing in the f'lat
or other container. This is particularly important in the
case of tomato plants and, as illustrated in the accompa
nying graph, they can be set as deep as the f'irst shoot
of leaves . This means that the root ball should be set
approximately as illustrated and the soil can be gradual
ly filled in to the surface as the plant takes hold and
becomes established . The lower leaf stems on a tomato
plant always turn yellow and drop of'f, therefore they can
be removed at planting time if you desire.
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Tomato plants also require a certain amount of
pruning as they grow . Suckers will develop as illustrated
at the leaf joints and these should be removed until the
fruiting period is well developed or advanced. If this is
not done the suckers will sap the strength and the fruit
produced will be of poor quality and small size.
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The Fall Festival
A Nature study And Health Unit
For Upper Primary And Intermediate Grades
I. Approach
The children know about the annual county fair and
what it is for. Most of them attend. They are usually in
terested enough to talk freely about their visit to the
fair.
II. Objectives
1. To see the many fine things produced in our com
munity.
2. To appreciate that it takes much work and effort
to do any work well.
3. To learn something about the vegetables, fruits,
and grains in our community.
4. To learn that it takes cooperation to have a Fair .
III. The Fall Festival
Problems:
1. What is a festival?
2. When may a festival be held?
3. Why should we call ours a "Fall Festival?"
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IV. Informational Materials
Gathering in and preparing the grain, fruits, and
vegetables of my connnunity for winter.
A. Important Vegetables
l. Potatoes, cabbage, turnips, carrots,
sweet potatoes, beans, beets, pumpkins,
squash, and tomatoes.
2. Whi ch of these vegetables may be put in
cold storage, in cellars or buried?
a. Potatoes, turnips, beets, carrots,
pumpkins, squash, and cabbage.
3. Which of these vegetables may be canned?
a. Pumpkins, carrots, squash, beets,
and sweet potatoes.
4. How many methods of canning are there?
5. Can some one explain the process of
canning?
a. Open kettle and cold pack methods .
b. Select best fruits or vegetables.
c. Peel, scrape, or skin after wash
ing thoroughly.
d. Cook according to directions given
for certain methods.
e. Place in sterilized jars.
f. Seal (important) and put away for
future use.
6. Which of these vegetables may be com
bined with salt for preservation?
a. Cabbage-kraut
b. Pickles
7. Can you tell how navy beans are prepar
ed for market?
a. As soon as bean vines die, pods
are gathered and spread out in the
sun until very dry.
b. Beans are pounded out or threshed.
c. On a very windy day particles of
dirt are removed by pouring from
one vessel to another.

'
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d. Beans should be put in an oven and
heated carefully.
e. Beans are ready to be stored in any
dry place.
V. Important Grains (Of fall season)
A. Corn, popcorn
1.
2.
3.
4.

Why is corn such an important crop?
How is corn harvested?
What is done with surplus corn?
Which corn is more popular with farmers,
yellow or white corn?
5. Products made of corn:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Cereals
Meal
Flour
Oil
Syrup
Beverages
Hominy
Canned corn

6. Compare common corn with pop-corn.
VI. Fruits of Our Community Gathered in Fall
1. Peaches, apples, grapes, and pears.
2. Which of these may be canned?
3. What is the difference between canning and
preserving?
4. Can we use the same procedure for canning·
fruits as for vegetables?
5. Which of these fruits make good jelly?
6. Can· any one tell how jelly is made?
7. Has modern methods made jelly making easier?
(Yes, by use of Certo, Quick-Jell, etc.)
8. fuy is the new method better?
a. Conserves time
b. Conserves fuel
c. Larger quantity
VII. Activities
1. Since practically all persons of this commu
nity have gardens, I am going to suggest a
school fair. We shall ask each child to
bring in a vegetable or fruit selecting the
best specimen. Children will number and
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arrange the exhibits. The children will write
invitations to parents to visit the exhibit.
We shall appoint disinterested persons to judge
the exhibits and place colored paper ribbon on
winning specimens.
2. Children may relate their trip to the State or
County Fair .
3. We shall discuss why we think a county fair is a
good thing.

By Mabel Timmons

Grade Teacher, October, 1941
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Fur th er Suggestions:

The teacher may follow this

with other _lessons on how the various animals take care
of their young, how they carry their babies, how they
feed them, etc.
Our Baby Friends
Development through Discussion:

The teacher may have

numerous pictures of Our Baby Friends to show to the
children.
1. Name all the animals and birds you see in the pictures.
2. Name all the animals that are covered with hair.
3. Name all the birds that are covered with feathers.
4. Name all the animals that get £ood from their mothers.
5. Name the ones that move about with legs.
6. Name the ones that move with wings.

! . Find the animals that s·tore food away for winter.
8. Find the ones that go south for the winter.
Suggestions to Teachers:

This lesson may follow the

lesson on "Baby Animals," correlating elementary science
with silent reading and thought testing. The pictures in
Creative Printer may help to develop the lesson.
St3:"ange Mothers
The teacher may have pictures of various animals
which she places on the blackboard ·ledge like cat, hen,
robin, cow, squirrel, bat, kangaroo, seal, etc.
''Which of you children have a small baby at home?"
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''Can you name three things that you do for the baby?"
The children may suggest washing the baby feeding
it, putting it to bed, etc.
'
''What pets or animals have you a th ome.? Dog, cat,
chickens.
"H ave you ever seen any of them taking care of their
babies?"
''Perhaps these pictures may suggest how some mothers
take care of their young."
"Mary can you find a picture and give us a short
story about it?"
Mary finds the picture of a cat. Mary's story:
"This is an old mother cat. She washes her kittens
every day. She hides them away in safe places. She
carries them by the back of their neck. She boxes
their ears when they are naughty."
''Jack, can you find another picture which suggests a
story to you?"
Jack finds a picture of a mother robin. Jack's story:
''This is a picture of Mother Robin. She builds the
nest for her baby robins. Father Robin stays on the
nest while she hunts for food. She feeds her babies
big fat worms and bugs."
·
'' Jane can you find another picture and tell us a
story about it?"
"This is a picture of a mother hen. She ke e ps her
chickens warm under her wings. She calls, 'Cluck,
cluck,' when she has food for them. She finds them
grain and seeds and bugs."
"Billy, can you find another picture and tell us a
story about it?''
Billy finds the picture of a bat. Billy's story:
"The mother bat often has twins. She makes a cradle
of her wings and carries her babies there during the
day. At night, she takes them out with her to hunt
for bugs. If Mother Bat gets tired of her ba~ies
she hangs them to a bush by their hind feet.
"Sally, have you a story for us?"
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Sally finds the picture of a kangaroo. Sally's story:
"Mother Kangaroo has a pouch which grows on the
under side of her body. It looks like a traveling
bag.• When Mother Kangaroo takes a trip, she carries
the babies in her bag. All you can see are the
baby kangaroo's eyes and ears."
Other children continue with stories of the cow,
the squirrel, the turkey, and the seal.
These individual stories may be followed by various
tests like the following:
Questions and Answers
1. Which mother carries her baby by its neck?
2. Which baby travels about in it's mother's _p_o_u_c_h_?_ __
3. Which mother often has twins?
4. Which mother boxes her babies_e_a_r_s...'?_ _________
5. Which mother feeds worms to her babies?
6. Which mother hangs her babies unside do-wn-7------7. Which mother makes a cradle of her wings?
8. Which baby runs under its mother's wings?_ _ _ _ _ __
9. Which baby lives on the rocks?
Completion Tests
1. The mother bat hangs her babies by their_ _ _ _ _ __
2. Mother cat boxes her kittens on the_ _,........,.........,~----3. Baby squirrels live in .--,,..,......,,......, _______ or trees.
4. The mother cat carries her babies by their_ _ _ _ __
5. Mother kangaroo carries her babies in her_______
6. The mother hen keeps her babies warm under her
7. The seal babies live on the_.....,.--,.---~
s. Baby bats like to travel with their mothers at_____

Suggestions:

care of the young furnishes materials

for various kinds of tests:

Picture matching, comple

tion, ye~ and no, multiple choice, right or wrong, pic
ture completion, etc.
The children also enjoy putting the name of the
baby with its mother, like:

1. Cow tcal.t')

2. Cat (Kitten)
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3. Dog (puppy)

6. Bear (cub)

4. Horse (colt)

7. Sheep (lamb)

5. Hen (baby chick)

8. Goat (kid)

References:
The Pet Book. Comstock, Comstock Publishing Co.,
New York.

Burgess Animal Book, Little Brown Company.
Science Readers, Beauchamp, Crompton, Gray, Foresman.
Trees, and Stars, and Birds, Mosley, World Book.
A Book of Plants, Parker and Cole, Houghton Mifflin
First Lesson in Nature Study, Patch, Macmillan
Plant and Animal Children, Torelle, Heath.
Our Trees, How to Know Them, Emerson, Lippincott.
Sai'ety, Health, Elementary Science
The Seasons
Teacher Development through Question and Discussion:
The children are always interested in the four seasons

and what they bring. The teacher may write the names of

the seasons on the blackboard:
Spring

Summer

Auturnn

This may be followed by a discussion:
''What season is it now?
"Are the days warm or cold?"
''What season comes before this one?''

Winter
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"Does the sun go down begore or after you eat your
supper?"
"Are the days long or short?"
"When is it warmer
in the autumn or in the winter?"
"When is it warmer - in the summer or in the spring?"

-

"Which are warmer - the summer or winter days?

1

'twhich days are longer - the summer or winter days?

1

"Which are longer - the summer or winter nights?"
11

Did you look out in your back yard this morning?"

"What did you see?"
Mary saw the birds on the tree. Jack saw new green leaves
coming out. Sally saw the grass beginning to grow. John
saw some little tulips. Mary saw a robin in an oak tree.
Perhaps Jack can step to the blackboard and draw a
picture of what he saw in his back yard this morning.
Jack draws his picture.
"Now who can give some sentences that will tell us
about Jack's picture?"
The teacher may print the sentences on the blackboard as the children give them:
"Jack's picture shows us his back yard in the spring"
''The buds are coming out on the trees."
"New plants are growing."
I

'The trees h ave new gr e en leaves. "

"The grass is green."
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Spring f'lowers are in bloom."

"The birds are coming back .from the South.''
From an interest in Jack's picture the children may
care to make pictures o.f their own back yards in the va
tious seasons, with sentences to explain each one, like:
"Here is my back yard in summer."
"The leaves are thick on the trees. II

"Apples are ripe on the apple trees. ,,

"All the .flowers in bloom are in my yard."
"The butterf'lies are getting honey from the .flowers. II
Here is a picture of' my back yard in autumn. See the
color of' the grass. The leaves and grass have turned
brown.
"Here is a picture o:f my back yard in autumn."
"See the color of' the grass."
"The leaves and grass have turned brown. 1
''The flowers have gone. 11
"The yellow pumpkins are ripe on the vines. 11
"The squirrels are finding nuts for the winter."
"Here is a picture of' my back yard in winter."
"Everything 1 s white. ''
"Snow is on the ground."
II
"The bushes are covered with snow, t oo.

"There are no flowers• 11
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''The rabbi ts are looking for some dry plants to eat.
"See their tracks in the snow."
The teacher may have the children paste their pic
tures and stories of the four seasons upon charts and call
them:
Our back yard in Spring.
Our back yard in Summer.
Our back yard in Winter.
Our back yard in Autumn.
Or, they may _simply label their charts "The Four Seasons,"
bringing in pictures de.scribing and explaining their pic
tures through stories, like,
It Is Spring
The frogs are out.

The grass is green.

The flowers have come.

The sunshine is warm.

'I'he birds are making nests.

The days are longer.

It Is Summer
The sun comes up before breakfast.
we play out of doors every day.
'l'he grass is green.
The leaves are thick on the trees.

We pick flowers in our garden.
We pick vegetables in our garden, too.
The butterflies and bees are busy getting honey.
Birds are singing in the trees.
Further suggestions: The children may plan for an
autumn or winter sand table. They bring an old bird's
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nest and some autumn leaves. They make pumpkins, squir
rels, and rabbits from clay. on their winter sand table,
they plant bare trees and brown plants, plan for snow
and ice, rabbit tracks.
Baby Animals and Baby Birds
Development through Questioning and Discussion:
The children bring a kitten and a chicken into the class
room. Or the teacher may have numerous pictures of baby
animals and baby birds to show them, such as kitten,
pig, puppy, duck, chicken, bird, sheep, dog, rabbit and
horse.
"Are all babies covered with hair?''
''Which babies are covered with hair?" Sheep, dog,
cat, rabbit, pig, horse.
''What covers t:tie other babies?" Feathers.
11 Do cats, puppies, and calves get milk from their
mothers?"
"Do ducks, chickens. and birds get milk from their
mothers?"
"Then we have learned what fact today?" "Baby ani
mals that have hair get milk from their mothers.
Getting Ready for Winter
Teacher Development through Question and Discussion:
''Winter days will soon be here. Who can tell us how
mother is getting ready f'or winter?" ·
The children suggest canning of f'ruit and vegetables;
making jellies from grapes, apples, currants; buying win
ter coats, caps, mittens, overshoes; ta.king out the win
ter clothes that have been packed a.way during the summer.
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"And how does father prepare for winter?"

The chil

dren suggest the filling the barns with food for the ani
mals; filling the cellar with carrots, potatoes, onions,
and other vegetables; getting coal and wood ready for
the furnaces and stoves.
"Do all animals and insects get ready for the winter
months? Which animals are always busy getting ready for
winter?'' The children may suggest the squirrels, ants,
bears, turtles, and caterpillars.
The teacher may write such as these:
How Animals and Insects Get Ready For Winter
She lists the various sentences as the children give
them.
"Animals and insects work hard to get ready for
winter.
Squirrels store away nuts in the holes of trees or
in the ground.
They make warm nests in trees for winter.
Ants, too, store away crumbs and grains.
Bees store honey in hives or hollow trees.
Field mice store away nuts and seeds in fields and
woods.
Bears make their winter homes in dens or in hollow
trees.
Frogs and turtles make their winter homes in the
mud.
Snakes sleep all winter under rocks or in the ground.
Caterpillars sleep in their warm cocoons.
The robin f'lies south for the winter."
The teacher may develop these sentences as a reading
lesson followed by numerous types of' thought tests, like:
Question and Answer
1. Which animals store away food for winter?_____
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2. Which animals make their winter homes in hollow
trees?
3. Which animals sleep in the ground or mud during
the winter months?
4. Which animals sleep in a warm cocoon during the
winter?
5. Which fly south for the winter?

.

A Multiple Choice Test

1. Bees store their food away in
rocks
hives
trees
2. Field mice store away nuts in the

fields

mud

rocks

3. The caterpillar makes his winter home in a
tree

cocoon

rock

4. Robins spend their winter in the
North

East

South

5. Bears make their winter homes in
dens

ponds

cocoons

A Completion Test
1. The ants store away

---

and

---

2. The frogs and turtles sleep all winter in the_ __
3. The bee stores his honey in - - 4. Snakes sleep all winter under big _ _ __
5. Caterpillars sleep all winter in their own_ __
Suggestions: Numerous lessons of this type correlate with
Reading, and Se a t ork.
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Man's Need of Plants and Animal Life
Teacher Development through Questioning and Discus 
sion :

"Frem our study of the Indian, what do we know

about his food?" "From what sources did he get h is food
and clothing?"
"s:trall we make a list of some of the plants that
provided food for the Indians?"

Children list rice, corn,

acorns, wheat, sugar, squash, pumpkin , wild giner, wild
potatoes, milkweed blossom, root of bulrushes, nuts,
berries of all kinds apples, moss from white pine, win
tergreen leaves, snowberry.
"Now can you tell us which of these plants furnish
food for our tables today?"

Children list potatoes,

sugar, corn, rice, wheat, squash, pumpkin, berries , nuts,
and apples.
11

e are still dependent, then, are we not, upon na

ture f r a good bit of our food?"
A discussion may follow showing how plant life has
been cultivated since the time the Indian:

the differ

ence between the wild potato, pumpkin, squash, and apple,
and those which we find upon our tables today.
"New, who can tell us another source for the food
of the Indian?.,
The children suggest the wild animals, moose, bear, fish,
buffalo, deer, beaver, otter, rabbits, and squirrels.
"Which of these foods do we eat today?" Deer, fish, rabbit.
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''What animals give us foods that were not known to
the Indians?" Cow, horse, sheep, and pig.
A discussion may follow as to various ways the In
dian had of cooking his food and how they differ from our
present methods - the use of hot ashes, coals, fires, hot
stones, clay ovens, sticks.
'Can you think of any other use for the plant except
for food supply?" The children may suggest that the wood
\

used in building our homes and our furniture comes from
the plant life of trees. They may care to make a list of
all the uses for the tree.
"can you think-of any other ug,e• for animal life except for food supply?'' For clothing: The children may

~

discuss the various types of clothing material they are
wearing and from whence it came.
"Let us each think of something we ate for our dinner
today." A child may suggest steak. "Let us trace from
whence this piece of steak came.n The children trace
back to the cow and thence back to plant life.
In a similar way, the teacher may show how the plant
is dependent upon the animal life for its growth. This
type of discussion may be followed by seatwork like the
following:
Read over the following words with which you are familiar:

•
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Mutton

spinach

bark

cereal

mahogany

baked ham

grain

wheat cakes

rice

.furniture

corn

mittens

maple sugar

bamboo

potatoes

venison

bee.fsteak

pumpkin pie

oranges

cranberry sauce

Let us trace each back to its original source and place
in the column where it belongs:
Plant Li.fe

Animal Li.fe

K

f2Jl

~

ANI ALS

Color the Pictures.

VEGETABLES

HOMES

rite the names in the spaces where they
belong
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THE SQUIRREL UNIT

r.

Objective
a. To learn about squirrels and their habits

II. Points developed in the Study
a. Squirrel Family
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Squirrels
Flying squirrels
Ground squirrels
Chipmonk
Prairie dogs.

b. Class
1. Tree squirrels
2. Ground squirrels
3. Flying squirrels
c. Description
1.
2.
3.
4.

Short
Bushy
Sharp
Sharp

and strong legs
tail for balancing
long front teeth
claws

d. Homes
1. Winter homes
a. In the hollow of maple, birch,
beech, oak, and pine .
b. Among the ~oots of trees.
2. Summer homes
a. Nest constructed of twigs and
leaves located on high branches.
b. Nests made in apple trees and lo
cated nearer to the ground.
e. Food
1.
2.
3.
4.

Nuts
Grain
Apple seed
Berries
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5. Worms
6. Pine seeds
III. Vocabulary
ground
tree
slender
long
lives
cones
leaves

shelter
family
curio.us
flying
spread
bushy
tails

acorns
food
noisy
nest
lined
trunks
hair

berries
graceful
body
snug
park
enemy
frisky

haunches
hollow
chatter
claws
color
tame
store

IV. Materials
a. Pictures of squirrels from magazines and
newspapers.
b. Stories.
c. Poems.

v.

outcomes
a. Language
1. Simple informational sentences.
2. Riddles.
b. Reading.
1.
2.
3.
4.
C•

Supplementary readers.
Library books.
Charts.
Seatwork.

Art.
1. Paper cutting - borders.
2. Easel work.
3. Crayon illustrations.

VI. Sea.twork
a. True and False Statements:
1. Squirrels are about twen~y inches long.

~=

8

i~~i~~~i;r~in!st~i~~!!1 that is not often
heard.
4. The squirrel is very lazy.t
5. Squirrels have but one nes.
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6. The squirrel stores f'ood away in
places
7. The squirrel steals sap f'rom the hidden
trees.
8. Squirrels are the same color all the year.
9. Squirrels like to chatter.
b. Bland f'illing:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

a.

9.
10.

.

Red squirrels hide nuts under
He likes to drink
He has
homes.
He likes to
•
He has
teeth.
His tail keeps him
He likes to eat
Red squirrel hides nuts seeds.
Red squirrel is
He can
nuts.

.

.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f'our
warm
playf'ul
pine
trees

f'.
g.
h.
1.

sharp
open
sap
chatter
j. two

c. Classif'ication

Put the number of' sentences in the correct column.
A. Red Squirrel

A.

B. Gray Squirrel
B.

c.

c.

Flying
Squirrel

1. He is easily tamed.
2. He gnaws the trees to get sap.
3. He is very beautif'ul.
4. He likes to chatter.
5. He looks like a ball of' f'ire when he sleeps.
6. He likes a roomy nest.
7. He has large eyes.
8. He is very f'ond of' pine seeds.
9. He has a broad tail.
10. He lives in city parks.

VII. References
a. The World of' Living Thin~s, Lippincott
b. s~uirrels and other Furearers, John Burroughs.
c. Te Burgess Animal Book for Children, Thornton W.
Burgess, tittle Brown and Company, Boston.
d. The Chisel · Tooth Tribe, Wilfred s. Bronson Har
court and Company, New York, 1939
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Kinds of weather
Use of Pictures
In connection with their farm and community projects,
the children will be interested in the various kinds of
weather and their effect upon plant growth. The children
and the teacher may bring in pictures to show the differ
ent kinds of weather and the activities which each sug
gests. These pictures and their uses will provide back
ground for a very interesting book, which the children
may wish to call "Our Weather Book." Jane may bring in a
picture of some children in swimming. She pastes her pic
ture at the top of page 1 and then writes her own simple
explanation of the picture below, like:
This is a very warm day.
The sun is shining.
The children are having fun in the water .
Other children may bring in pictures which help to
make interesting reading charts like:
This is a windy day.
See the hats blow •
.see the kites fly into the sky.
It is winter.
It is cold today.
Ted has his mittens on.
He has a warm coat.
snow is on the ground.
Pictures may suggest various types of silent reading activities, like:
1. Find the picture that shows a sunny day.
2. Find the picture that shows cold weather.
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or

3. Which pictur~ shows a windy day?
40
~!shani picture show a wet day? Which one?
5. b ct? Wphcture shows the kind of weather yo~ like
es .
y do you like it?
Look at picture 1.
Is the air moving?
Name the things that tell you so.
Look at picture 4.
Is there water in the air?
Do you see any clouds?
Name two things that happen on a rainy day.
Pictures, too, provide numerous types of discussion

for language, like:

Pictures may be pasted on the black-

board ledge. The teacher writes direction on the black
borad.
1. thich picture shows a rainy day.
Tell two things you like to do in the rain.
2. Which picture shows snow in the air?
Tell a story about a boy on skiis.
Tell a story about a g irl making a snow man.
3. Which picture shows a wet day?
How do you know it is wet?
What do you carry on a wet day?
Do your shoes get wet when you play in the rain?
Or the teacher may ask the children to sugg est vari
ous kinds of weather. As the children give these, the
teacher lists them on the blackboard, numbering them, thus:
1. rainy
2. cloudy

3. sunny
4. we t

5. snowy
6. warm

7. cold
8. dry

9. windy
10. hot

Then the teacher may ask the children to find a
picture that shows weather No. 1 or weather No. 2,
Or she may ask the children to tell a story apout
weather No. 1, like:
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Sally is playing in the rain.
She has her rubber boots on.
She likes to hear the water go ''plop, plop. 11
The teacher may remember to show pictures each morn
ing that tell about the weather ror the day. rr the
weather is windy and dark clouds cover the sky, the teach
er may show pictures or the wind. This will suggest to
children various ideas ror their bulletin board, like:
Today is windy.
Big clouds cover the sky.
Jane brought her umbrella to school.
James hopes it will r~in all day.
Making "Weather Pictures" rrom directions which the
teacher prints on the blackboard is always fun ror chil
dren, like:
1. Make a weather picture
Show the weather today.
2. Make a rainy day picture.

Show the rain coming down.
Show the children with their umbrellas.

3. Make a picture of a windy day.

Show a boy'-s hat blowing orr.
Show the trees blowing.

The teacher may follow the lessons with various ex
periments that show the children how water gets into the
air. She may put some water in a pan by an open window,
or upon the stove, or radiator for the children to ob
serve where the water goes. Or she may ask a child to
wash the blackboard with a damp cloth to observe how
quickly the blackboard _gets dry again. She explains how
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the water goes into the air .to make clouds. She explains
how too much water in the air falls to the ground in the
form of either rain or snow.
The Rain
Teacher Development through Question and Discussion:
"Perhaps you would like to run to the window for a moment
and watch the rain?"
"What do you see in the sky to show that it is a
rainy day?"

Clouds.

"Do you remember what makes the clouds?"

Water in

the air.
"When there is much water in the air, what does the
water do?"

It falls to the ground.

"What should you wear to school on a rainy day?"
Raincoats, rubber capes, rubbers.
"Can you think of any words that describe the rain?"
Patter, fall, pitter-patter.
''no you know any poems about rain? 11

Children may

say together one of the poems they like best about the
rain.
"Do you remember any songs about the rain?"
"Perhaps we can sing one of them."
References:

Poems on Rain which children enjoy

Rain in April, Eleanor Hammond)
Little Raindrops, Ann Hawkshaw) Poetry Book 1,
Rand
~ , Robert Louis Stevenson )
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A Review Less on _
Questions and Answers

After the teacher has developed for the children
several simple facts in Blementary Science through both
discuaaion and experiment, she may care to give them a

brief oral review like the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Can you name the four seasons?
What season is it now?
How does your back yard look during this season?
Do you see many plants and animals in winter?
In summer?
hat kind of weather have we today?
Name three things that help animals to move?
What birds do you know? Name them.
What makes the rain?
How does the squirrel get ready for winter?
How does the mother hen take care of her chickens?
In what direction does the sun come up? Go down?
When do we have our longest days?
Name three parts of a plant?
How can you tell one plant from another?
What kind of plants grow in your garden? Can you
draw a picture of them?

Further Suggestions:

Elementary Science should grow

out of the child's opportunity for observation.
References.
Every Day Science Projects, Smith, Houghton
First Lessons in Nature Study, Patch, Macmillan
The Pet Book, Comstock Publishing Company,
Ithaca, New York.
Science Readers, Beauchamp, Crompton,.Gray, Scott

Early Steps in Science, Webb, Appleton.
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How Air Aids Fire
From numerous contacts from outdoor life of the In
dian, his crude way of cooking and baking , the children
will become interested in "fire." Through teacher discus
sions the child will become aware of the tremendous help
"fire'' has bee'n to the lif'e of man. They will discuss the
force and power of fire, fire caused by carelessness, the
danger of fire, what to do in case of fire,
The teacher may follow these discussions with simple
experiments like showing a lighted candle first in the
open air; second, under a jar or bowl.
The children themselves know that air is necessary
to keep fire burning from contacts with their own Jack O'
Lanterns. Through these discussions and experiments, the
children see:
1. That fire thrives on air. It must have air to
live.
2. That if one's clothing gets caught on fire, one
should never run, because that fans air into the
fire. Rather one should smother the fire with
rugs, blankets, or sand.
3. That children should always be careful not to do
anything that will start a fire because of its
great dam.age to property and 1ife.

Some children may introduce the word "oxygen." If so
the teacher explains that one-fifth of the air is oxyge~
and that a fire cannot survive without oxygen.
This lesson may be followed with questions like the
following:
1. Why should children never play with fire, or
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

matches.
Why should one be careful
open fire or fireplace?
What should one do if his
What should one do before
What should you do if you
cigarette on the street?
What should you do if you

when walking before an
clothing gets on fire?
leaving a camp fire?
find a burning match or
see a fire on the street?

The Relation of Man to His Environment
Children have learned from their study of various
people - the Mexican or African of the warmer countries,
the Eskimo of the far North. the Japanese and Chinese from
the other side of the world - that man is strongly affect
ed by his environment. The teacher may discuss with the
children, then list on the blackboard the many ways where
by people show the effect of their environment.
Through discussion with children, the teacher may
list on the blackboard many ways, like the following,
whereby people show the effect of their surroundings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Manner of dress.
Types of home and furnishings.
Kind of food.
Daily customs.
Form of amusements.
Means of travel
Ways of earning one's living.
Means of communication.
Music and art.
Literature, folk lore, and property.

The children may give reports to show sharp contrast
in the habits and customs of various peoples . For instance,
the Igloo and snow bed of the Eskimo compared with the
'

paper home and bamboo b e d Of the Japanese; the dog sleds

I
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of the North with the light, airy jiggys and rickshaws
of the East; the heavy parkas of the Eskimo with the
kimonos of the ~apanese; the he~vy game and meat of the
North with the fruit, berries, tea, rice, that is eaten
in the warmer countries; the dull monotonous music of the
Eskimo with the gay, tender, lazy .rhythms of the Mexican .
The teacher may help the children to see that na
ture, too, shows the effect of her environment - the
high colored birds and green foliage of the hot, wet
climates, the long dark, sunless winters of the North.
She shows the children various ways in which nature pro
tects and takes care of her creatures - the soft pads on
the feet of the camel to withstand the desert sands, the
flap on his eyes, ears and nose to protect him from the
sand storms. The hump so that he may travel without water
for eight continuous days,
The children may follow this discussion with various
activities that, again, show sharp contrasts in the liv
ing conditions of various peoples:
A. Making Posters or Carts to show "How We Travel."
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Through the desert sands.
Along the canals of Holland.
Over the snows of Alaska.
Through the streets of China.
Over the moun tains of Switzerland.

B. Plans for a Peep Show or Movie - uHomes of Different
Lands"
1. The Mexican adobe
2. The igloo of the Eskimo.
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3. The grass or straw hut of the African.
4 . The Dutch home built on piles.
C. Making three minute speeches to explain:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Th e
The
The
The

dress of an Eskimo Father.
costume of a Swiss herder.
dress of a Sen ora at a Mexican Fiesta.
costume of a little girl on her way to school.

D. Plans for an Assembly
1.
2.
3.
4.

Puppet dolls in costume.
Telling of folk tales of different countries
Folk dances and story plays of various countries.
Li~tening to and recognizing of various National
Anthems.
5. Playing on music al instruments loved by various
peoples - the mandolin and a guitar.
6. Listening to Victor records that give colorful
music of other lands.

E. Dramatization:

1.
2.
3.
4.

The Festival of dolls.
Handshaking in China.
A simple Mexican Fiesta.
A Swiss Herder Calling His Cattle.

Suggestions:

Numerous other activities may bring

out the relation that man bears to environment and show
how the one constantly modifies the other.
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Read the sentences. Read the words. Draw a line from
each sentence to the word that it tells about
I
I
I
I
I

watch the farmer's house.
give the farmer wool.
wake the farmer up.
catch the farmer's mice.
pull the farmer's wagon.

sheep
horse
dog
rooster
cat

Some animals have coats of fur.
Some animals have coats of feathers.
Some animals have coats of hair.
In each ·column some words are wrong. Cross them out
and tell where they belong.
Fur

pig
rabbit
chick
dog
turkey

feathers
bird
squirrel
duck
calf
kitten

Hair
rooster
cat
cow
fox
horse

If the sentence is true, underline the word Yes; if
it not true, underline the word No .
No
Yes
A Duck can swim
No
Yes
A horse can fly
No
Yes
A cat can talk
No
Yes
A bird can sing
No
Yes
A dog can run
No
Yes
A rooster lays eggs
No
Yes
A chick is little
Draw a rabbit and a cat. Under each picture put the
number of ffentences that are true about each animal. Some
numbers belong under both pictures.
1. It can climp a tree.
2. It has long ears.
3. It has soft, warm fur.
4. It likes to eat lettuce. ground .
5. It lives in a hole in the
6. It has a long tail.
feet.
7. It has very strong hind
8. It is a pet.
9. rt likes to catch mice.
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10. It can see in the dark.
11. It runs from a dog.
12. It sometimes eats birds.
Draw a hen and a duck. Write hen and duck under the
right pictures. Under each picture put the numbers of the
true sentences. Some numbers belong under both pictures.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It

likes to swim.
has feathers for clothes.
has a small bill.
lays eggs.
has webbed feet.
flies with its wings.
_
gets its food from the water.
gives us eggs for breakfast.
scratches for its food.
can run very fast.
sometimes uses its bill for fighting.

Put the names of all the colors in the first column;
put the names of all the foods in the second column; put
the names of all the people in ther third column.
Colors

Food

People

bread
pink

blue
rolls
Mary
Mother

red
buns
grapes
Jack
pie
green
cakes
sister
oranges
eggs
cookies

Tom

bacon
beans
Father
brown
yellow
brown
Billy
pie
black

jam

baby
brother
purple
Bobby
cheese
uncle

Draw a picture to finish each sentence
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

We ride on a
We sleep on a ·
We eat from a
Apples grow on a
We read from a
We get warm by a
Milk comes_ from a
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

We fly in a
Birds build their own
In winter we coast on a
In summer we see pretty
We sit on a
We get our eggs from a
In spring we fly our

Cross out the two words that do not fit
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

People live in houses, trees, rivers.
Dogs can fly, run, talk.
Monkeys can climb, fly, sing.
Books are to read, burn, eat.
Coal comes from under the trees, water, ground .
We sleep in trees, beds, dishes.
Most girls like dolls, balls, tops.
Most boys like dolls, balls, dancing.
Indians live in caves, barns, wigwams.
Apples grow on bushes, vines, trees.
Grapes grow on bushes, vines, trees.
Lemons are sweet, sour, dry.
Berries are to eat, wear, drink.

Copy the sentences and match the right ending.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 •
12 •
13.
14.

Trains run •••••••••••.•••
Hyacinths bloom in •••••••
Boys like to • . • • • . . . • • . . .
Wagons have ••..•.•.•..••.
Elephants like •.•••.•••••
Pumpkins grow on ••.••••••
We sleep in •••••••.•..•••
We like to ride ••.•.•••••
We cook in the ••.••••••••
We swim in the ••..•••.•••
Birds 11ve . • • • . • • . . • • • • . .
.Milk comes from ••.•.•••••
Coal comes from ••.••••..•
Cotton comes from •••.••.•

from cows.
skate.
lake.
peanuts.
in trees.
four wheels .
kit chen.
plant.
beds.
the ground.
on tracks •
vines.
on tracks.
on trains.

Answer each question with the name of the right ani
mal from the right word below.
1. What animal
2. What animal
3. What animal
4. What animal
5. What animal
6. What animal
7. What animal

went to London to see the queen?
ran a race with the tortoise?
made a tar baby?
made a house of straw?
found a little girl in his bed?
killed the troll under the bridge?
saved a lion's life?
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8. What animal was named Dapple-gray?
bear,

pig

cat

fox

pony

mouse

hare

billy goat

Cross out the word in each sentence that do not fit.

1. Rabbits can fly, hop, cry.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Squirrels eat nuts, bread, butter.
A wolf is wild, tame, friendly.
Tigers live in towns, houses, forests.
A monkey can chatter, fly, talk.
A lion likes meat, apples, peanuts.
Zebras are green, wild, tame.
Snakes live in woods, icebergs, stars.
Deer can run fast, fly, crawl.
Leopards have stripes, spots, squares.
11. A pony is a small dog, goat, horse.
Answer these riddles with words from list below

1. I fly, but am not a bord.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

hop, but an not a toad.
growl, but am not a lion.
spin, but am not a top.
say, "Who, who , rr but am not a person.
shine, but not in the day.
tell time, but cannot speak.
sing, but cannot talk.
run, but am not fri ghtened.
have stripes, but am not a ball.
roll, but am not a ball .
taste sweet_, but am not sugar.

car
clock
bird
airplane
zebra
spider
sirup
owl

rabbit
star

dog
hoop

zebra

Answer each question with the name of a circus animal

1. Which animal has big ears?
2.
3.
4•
5.
6.
7.
Monkey

1i"Vhich
fuich
Whi Ch
Which
Which
Which

animal has hands?
animal is covered with spots?
animal has black and white stripes?
animal likes snow and ice?
animal· has a heavy mane?
animal has a long neck?
leopard
giraffe
zebra
polar bear
lion
elephant

Answer each question with the right word from the
list that is below the question.
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1. What grows on trees?
2. What do we sleep in?
3. What do we sit in?
4. What do we play with?
5. What flowers are red?
6. What hangs on the wall?
7. What do we eat?
8. What sails on the sea?
9. What do we ride in?
lo. What is a boy's name?
11. What do we live in?
1 2 . What is blue?
beds
Tom

boats

cars
sky

food

chairs
houses

roses
balls

pictures
leaves

~rite No after the sentences that are not true;
write Yes after the sentences that are tru~.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Cats like cheese.
Rats like bones.
Frogs like water.
Birds like berries.
Boys like nuts.
Girls like cake.
Ice is made of milk.
Birds like to swim.
Bats like to fly.
Pumpkins grow on trees.
Thanksgiving comes in the spring. •
Christmas comes in the winter .
Bees make honey.

Underline the word that tells the color.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

snow: black, white, green
pumpkin: yellow, blue, red
grapes: black, gray, purple
grass: pink, red, green
coal: black, green, white
daffodil: yellow, black, blue
cherry: red, blue, purple
rose: green, blue, pink
banana: yellow, white, purple
tomato: brown, red, white
lilac: red, green, purple
tar: black, wh+te, green.

Answer question with Yes or No
1. Can fish walk?

2. Is snow black?

•
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Do birds fly?
Do dogs have tails?
Is coal white?
Is grass green?
Can a boy run?
Do rabbits hop?

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Is candy good?
Are lemons · sweet?
Is sugar sour?
Do squirrels eat nuts?
Can frogs hop?
Do babies crawl?

Answer these questions with sentences. Use the words
below the sentences.
1. What do
2. What do
3. What do
4. What do
5. What do

bones

cats like to drink?
rabbits like to eat?
dogs like to. eat?
we feed the goldfish?
we feed the canary bird?

lettuce

birdseed

Match these words and
write them in pairs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

nut
man
bird
animal
woman
flower
frui-t
vegetable
fish ,
tree
toy
building
game
boat

rose
tag
top
trout
house
mother
robin
walnut
canoe
orange

elm

beans
dog
father

milk

fish food.

Match these words and
write them in pairs
1. lion
2 . sheep
3. dog
4. cat
5. cow
6. horse
7. pig
8. bee
9. frog
10. rooster
11. hen
12. bird
13. owl
14. monkey

bleats
chatters
mews
roars
barks
grunts
crows
hums
croaks
hoots
moos
clucks
neighs
sings

Choose the answer to each riddle from the words in
parenthesis and write it in the blank.
1. I grow on a tree
I am yellow
I am round
I am good to eat
My name is

(carrot, beet, orange)

2. I am purple
I am good to eat.
I grow on a vine

3. I am round

I am red
I grow on a vine
I am good to eat

My name is

(apple, lemon, grapes)
4. I grow in the garden
I am good to eat
My color is red
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My name is

--------·

(pumpkin, grapes, apple)

My name is

-------

(cabbage, pineapple, to
mato)

Draw a bird. Under it put the numbers of the sentences
are true about the birds.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

They make nests.
They have four feet.
They are of many colors.
They always build nests in trees.
They can fly high.
They all sing pretty songs.
They make their nests in the winter.
They come from eggs.
They are afraid of snakes.
They stay in the warm south all winter.
They can talk to us.
They eat crumbs.
They are our friends in many ways.
All their eggs are blue.

Draw a tree. Under it put the numbers of the sentences that are true about trees.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
~2.

~hey grow in_the ground.
They have many kinds of leaves.
They all have pretty flowers in the spring.
Their roots hold them in the ground.
They give a home to birds and squirrels.
They show their buds in supmier.
They like plenty of water.
Some of them stay green in winter.
All trees change color in the fall.
All trees need sunshine and fresh air.
Trees are planted only on Arbor Day.
The bark of trees is smooth.

In each of the following group of words is one word
which does not belong ·with the group. Draw a line through
the misplaced word.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

grass, daisy, violet, tulip daffodil
robin, daffodil, wren, bluebird
maple, oriole, poplar, oak
plow, harrow, planter, horse
river, brook, stream, cloud.
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Fill the blank with the right words . The words you
need are below the sentences.
1. The
is a yellow flower.
2. The - - - is a blue flower.
3.
may either be yellow or white.
4. The
is a white flower.
5.
are red, yellow, pink, white, or
lavender.
violet

daffodil

snowdrop

tulips

narcissus

Put the mothers with the babies
calf
lamb
eagle
kitten
nestling
puppy
cub
duckling
cow

fawn
kid
chic
tadpole
gosling
owlet
colt
child

goose

deer

mother

horse

owl

frog

hen

bear

dog

bird

cat

sheep

eagle

duck

Write the correct words in the blanks. The words you
need are below the sentences.
1. Plants drink through their
2. Plants breathe through their
3. Plants must have _ _ _ to gr_o_w-rn-.
4 . Most plants grow from _______
5. Gardens are planted in the

----

spring

air

leaves

water

stem

roots

soil

In the parenthesis in each sentence is a word which
does not belong in the sentence. Cross out the wrong word.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The (south, north) wind is the colder.
Ships {sail, run) on the sea.
indmills {pump, carry) water .
The south wind blows (from, toward) the north.
We can (see, hear) the wind.
Wind is (water, air) that is moving fast.
(Kites, windmills) fly in the air.

•
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Draw a line from the end of each sentence to the
word which completes it.
1. Gardens are planted
2. Birds are
3. weeds should not
4. Plants must have
5. Garden vegetables
6. A h,oe is

friends of the gardener
sun and rain
are very good food
a good garden tool
grow in the garden
in the spring

Write X before each sentence that tells what we
should do. Write O before ea.ch sentence that tells what
we should not do.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Brush your teeth
Drink coffee
Eat fast.
Take exercise.
Obey safety rules

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Rub your eyes.
Wash your face.
Eat vegetables.
Eat much candy.
Go to bed early.

Draw a line from the question to its answer in op
posite column.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What should you drink?
How long should you sleep?
What should you breathe?
Where should you play?
What should you eat?
How should you sit?
When should you eat?

fresh air
straight
fruit
at mealtime
milk
out of doors
eleven hours.

Of some vegetables we eat only the leaves, of others,
the seeds, of others the roots, and of others, the stems.
Copy the following vegetable~ names, writing each in its
correct column.
SEEDS

STEMS

ROOTS

LEAVES

celery
carrots
cabbage

beans
spinach
radishes

peas
potatoes
lettuce

corn
onions
turnips

In each sentence is a word which does not belong in
the sentence. Cross out the wrong word.
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1. You should eat much (fruit, candy).
2. Drink at least (one, four) glasses of water each
day.
3. Keep (pencils, food, and money) out of the mouth.
4. Breathe fresh air through the (nose, mouth).
5. Sleep with the bedroom windows (closed, open).
6. Chidlren need (more, less) sleep than older people.
Write Yes if the sentence is true.

rite No if the

sentence is false.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

A dog has five legs.
Rain falls from the sky.
A mouse is larger than a cat.
Snow falls in the summer.
December is a winter montln..
A chicken says, "Quack t Quack t"
Sugar is sweet.
We wear coats to keep cool.
A train runs on a track.
A puppy is a young cat.
The sun shines at night.
Rubbers keep our feet dry.
A party is fun.
Potatoes grow on trees.
we eat when we are thirsty.

Cross out the word that does not belong in each line
1.
2.
3.
4.
&.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

clothes, dress, coat, dog
animal, bear, apple, horse
building, house, egg, barn
poultry, pig, hen, chickens
vegetables, peas, beans, boy
nuts, walnut, pecan, - orange
furniture, tree, bed, chairs
water, river, cow, pond
fruit, banana, beans, peach
candy, chocolate, peppermint, onions
man, sister, uncle, brother
flower, carrot, rose, violet
sports, coast, plow, swim
time, tomorrow, together, tonight.

~rite all the vegetables in one column; write all
the fruit in another column; write all the nuts in still
another column.
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1 . radish
2 . orange
3 . apple
4 . spinach
5 . potato
6. grape
7 . beet
8. pecan

9. onion

10.
11 .
12 .
13.
14 .
15 .
16.

pea
banana
walnu.t
peach
turnip
apricot
pineapple

17 .
18.
19 .
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

almond
lettuce
peanut
be an
grapefrui t
cabbage
date
chestnut

Riddles to Do
The wind has many workers. See if you can guess their
names by reading the riddles below.
I sing
I creak
I whirl around
I pump
Fresh water
From the ground
In every
Farmland
All day long
You hear
My welcome
Spinning song

Country people
Learn from me
Weather that
Is going to be
East Nind
North Wind
West or south
sleet or snow
Or r ain or drou t h

I carry people
Everywhere
My white sails spread
Upon the air
I ride the waves
In storm and sun
To race me
Is a lot of fun.

Upon a little swi nging wire
I promenade in ga:y attire
I ski p , I dan ce
Until I'm dry
So folks can wear me
By and by

Up above the roof tops
Up above the tr ees
In a zigzag fashion
Riding every breeze
Little ch ildren
· Laugh to see
We hobble up and down
It's su ch fun
To switch my tail
Over every town
I like to cover
Children's heads

Answers
iindmill
Boat
Kite
cap
Paper Whirlgig
Weather vane
Monday washing

A scrap of paper

A stick
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But when the wind
Comes out to play
I leap high Up
Into the air
And gaily whisk away.

A pin
Puff
Comes a breeze
And watch me spin.
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PLAN SHEETS
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PLAN SHEET
Grade One
Title of Unit Topic

Helpful Animals

Things that may be interest
ing to children.

Pets, Animals, Pictures and
Stories.

Proposed initiation.

Discussing pets.

Dominating Purpose of
children.

To find out how and why
pets should be cared for at
home and at school.

Activities that may be used.
(Number activities and group
related ones).

1. Telling and listening to
stories about pets.
2. Observing pets in the
home and caring for pets
at school.
3. Dramatizing stories and
playing games about pets.
4. Making homes for pets.

Subject matter and materi
als that may be used.

Bianco, All about Pets,
Macmillan.
Burgess, Animal books for
children.
Johnson, When mother let us
keep pets, Dodd.
MacSelf, Pets for Boys and
Girls, Dalton.
Brooks, Three Little Pigs,
Ruzika.
Dearborn, Kitten Kat, Macmillan.
Building Materials and Tools:
Drawing Materials

Aims Emotionalized Attitudes

1. Respect for the rights of
others.
2. Enjoyment of pets, the
disposition to complete
a selected activity.

Generalizations.

1. We protect pets by build
ing houses for them.
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PLAN SHEET
Grade One

2. Pets play with us and
help us have a good time.
3. We feed our pets the
right kind of food to
keep them well and
strong.
Abilities that may be re
quired.

Language Arts.
Ability to use in conversa
tion words that have been
mastered in reading.
Ability to tell simple
stories.
Ability to stand naturally
before groups.
Ability to listen.
Physical and Health Educa
tion.
Ability to select proper
foods for pets.
Industrial Arts.
Ability to handle and care
for tools and materials.
Ability to choose and show
pertinent pictures.
Social studies •

•
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PLAN SHEET
Grade Two
Title of Unit Topics

Helpful Animals

Topic
Things that may be inter
esting to children.

Pets, Animals, Pictures and
Stories.

Proposed initiation.

Discussing pets and helpful
animals.

Dominating purpose of
children.

To find out how animals in
comm.unity help us.

Activities that may _be
used. (Number activities
and group related ones).

l ·. Telling and listening to
stories about helpful ani
mals in the community.
2. Observing animals in the
home, and caring for ani
mals at school.
3. Dramatizing stories, play
ing games about helpful
animals.
4. Making homes for pets.

Subject matter and mate
rials that may be used.

Craig, ·Pathway in Science.
Book I, Ginn.
Elson and Gray, Basic.
Readers Book I, II. Scott.
Nida and Nida, Science Reader
for silent reading.
Heath Fabre, Our Humble Help
ers. Century Book, Stokes.
Building Materials and Tools:
Drawing Materials.

l.M
PLAN SHEET
Grade Two
Aims
Emotionalized attitudes.

1. Respect for the rights of
others.
2. Enjoyment of pets.
3. The disposition to complete
a selected activity.

Generalizations.

1. People make laws to protect
animals in the community.
2. Many animals help our farm
ers by doing useful work.
3. Many animals give us good
food and clothing.

Abilities that may be re
qui.red.

Language Arts
Ability to use in conversation
words that have been mastered
in reading.
Ability to tell simple stories.
Ability to stand natur~lly be
fore the group.
Ability to listen.
Physical and Health Education.
Ability to select proper food
for helpful animals.
Industrial Arts.
Ability to handle and care for
tools and materials.
social studies.
Ability to choose and show
pertinent pictures.
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PLAN SHEET
Grade Three
Title of Unit Topic

Play Time and Holidays

Things that may be inter
esting to children.

Costumes, Games, Holidays, and
Toys.

Proposed initiation

Showing pictures of and dis
cussing games and festivities
of other lands.

Dominating Purposes of
children.

To find out how people in oth
er lands have good times, and
how these are different from
ours.

Activities that may be
used. (Number activities
and group related ones).

1. Writing paragraphs about
how people in other lands
have good times.
2. Playing games that children
in other lands play.
3. Making Friezes to show fes
, tivities of other lands.

Subject ma~ter and mate
rials that may be used.

Carpenter, Around the World
with Children.
American.
Carpenter, Our Neighbors Near
and Far.
Chance, Little Folk of Many
Lands, Ginn.

Aims.
Emotionalized Attitudes

Enjoyment of Shared Activity.
The disposition to question
reasons for different social
customs all over the world.
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CHARTS MAY BE USED AS A MEANS OF CHECKING ACTUAL . ORK DONE
IN THE ROOM, SO THAT EACH PUPIL MAY CHECK HIS OWN IN
TEREST AND ACTIVITIES
I

Evaluation Topics
I

I

'I have 'I can spell'I have'I have 'I have done
'read sto'words per- 'made 'worked 'other things
Pupils 1 ries and'taining to 'draw- 1 agreea- 'to make our
'books. 'animals and 1 1ngsof1 ble with' study inter1 animals' others. ' es ting.
,
'insects.
James
Francis'

7

25

2

10

I

Margie

5

8

Jack

7

20

Yes
'

'

'

'

Built a cage

Yes

1

Yes

'Made a pet
'kitty

I

Yes

'Brought
'flowers

Yes '

Yes

'Painted a
'cage

I

Yes

I

Yes

I

6

15

Yes '

Yes

'Brought
'pictures

Bobby

3

10

Yes

Yes

'Brought pets
•to school

Charles'

6

24

Yes

Yes

'Built a
'Windmill

Jean
Anne

'

1
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VICTORY GARDEN-GRAPH
The Three Planting Seasons
March-April

May-.June

.June-.July

Peas
Parsnip
Spinach
Beets
Carrots
Lettuce

Beans
Corn
Tomato Plants
Peppers
Egg Plant
New Zealand
Spinach
Lima Beans
BrusS'els
Sprouts
Leeks
Cumbers

Lettuce
Radish~s
Peas
Cabbage
Cauliflower
Chinese Cabbage

Parsley
Radishes
Salsify
Onion-Seta
Seeds
-Plants
Cabbages
Kohlrabi
Broccoli
Cauliflower

I. R. Melons

Kohlrabi
Beans
Turnips
Beets
Carrots

Squashes
Pumpkins
Chinese-Cabbage

The Three Planting Seasons for Victory Gardens
Beginners are apt to make several mistakes in plan
ning a garden. The most common one is to allot too much
space for summer vegetables. This year crops which can be
stored or canned for winter use are of great importance.
Therefore more space should be given to such vegetables
as beets, beans, tomatoes, parsni ps, carrots, and ruta
bagas. Still another mistake is to devote too much space
to radishes and lettuce which really be grown as fill er s .
Lettuce, for example, can be planted in small amounts but
often, thus, keeping a fresh supply coming alon g .
As shown in the accompanying Garden-Graph, the
planting season in a victory garden be divided into three
sections. The group of vegetables listed under March and
April can be planted as soon as the soil can be put into
condition. Those at the end of the list, cabbage, kohl
rabi, broccoli and cauliflower, can be planted as soon as
the weather is settled.
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Ohinese cabbage should not be planted berore the
middle or June ror fear it will otherwise run to seed.
In the third planting group, June and July, are many
vegetables for . late fall use and storage purposes. Beets
and carrots can be planted in early July for storage
crops, as can turnips. Turnips are quick growing and a
supply of seed should be kept on hand to plant wherever
there is a vacant space or where seed have failed to come.
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APPENDIX F
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF INEXPENSIVE LITERATURE
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Animals
.American Education Press, Inc., 400 s. Front st., Colum
bus, Ohio. Farm Animals, by Eleanor M. Johnson,
booklet, 36 pp., Illus., 1st. Contains pictures and
easy stories of farm pets as well as a word list and
sugfested things to do.
Mans Animal Helpers, by Helen M. Cooper booklet
36 pp., Illus., 15,¢. A supplementary reader on th~ ex
periences of Betty and Bob on their grandmother's
farm. For second grade.
.
Where Animals Live, by Mae I. McCrory, booklet 36 pp .,
illus., 15¢. Plant and animal life in the jungle, the
desert, cold lands, A bibliography of more books to
read and things to do. Easy reading.
The Zoo, by Ethel I. Summy, booklet, 24pp., illus.,
15~. First graders visit the zoo where they are just
in time to see the animals eat, and are taken by the
keeper on a personally conducted tour •
.American Hampshire Sheep Association, 72 Woodland Ave.,
Detroit, Mich.
A Brief History of the Oriiin of the Hampshire Down
Sheep, leaflet, 4 pp., FRE. Besides their history,
a standard of excellence for Hampshire sheep is
listed - head markin&sr. wool, neck and shoulders.
Hampshire Sheep, 8 1/4' x 6 1/4 1' pictures, Free.
Photographs of champion animals for student use and
large pictures for teachers.
Bacon and Vincent Company, Inc., 1 Ellicott st., Buffalo,
New York, Farm Babies, pamphlet, 52 pp., illus.,
30t plus postage. Line drawings for coloring with
crayons. Text composed of some forty primary lessons
on farm and animal life on the farm.
Chicago Tribune, Chicago, Ill.
The Dog Book, by Bob Becker, booklet, 34 pp., illus.,
30~. Sound suggestions in the selection of a dog and
the training and care of a puppy. Photographs of all
kinds of dogs.
Follett Publishing Company, 1257 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
Ill.
Wild Animals at Home, by George F. Morse, booklet
64 pp., Illus., ISt. Simple text and black and white
drawings - The Grizzly Bear ~akes Up; The Squirrels
save Food; The Beavers Build A Home; The Weasel
Changes His Coat., The Buffaloes Hide Away; The Por
cupine Saves Himself; The Fox Hides Her Babies; The
Moose Looks for Food; The Puma Runs Away.
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H. Clay Glover Company, Inc.,
New York, N. Y.

elf

are

D t
ep ., 468 4th Ave .

Feedin~ of Rabbits, 2 mimeo. sheets, Free . Informa
tion t a t a class with rabbit pets ~ill need to know.
Harter Publishing Company, 2046 E . 71st st ., Cleveland, o.
Baby Animals and Their Mothers, booklet 32pp
illus
10¢ plus postage. A magazine size bookl~t ith'sim- ·
ple text. Excellent photographs of animals from both
the zoo and the farm - camels, zebras elephants and
lion cubs.
'
'
Frederic J. Haskin, Washington, D. c.
Care of Pets, pamphlet, 32 pp., 10¢. Information on
how to keep dogs, cats, rabbits, guinea pigs, gold
fish, parrots, canaries, pigeons, turtles, and tame
mice .
Horse and Mule Association of America, 407 s. Dearborn St ,,
Chicago, Ill.
Horse and Mule Power in American Agriculture, pam
phlet, 71 pp., illus., 10¢. The care, feeding and
management of horses. Questions and answers about
multi-hitches, the judging of horses and mules.
Horses and Riders, pamphlet, 23 pp . illus., 10¢.
Intended primarily for children from ten to sixteen
years of age and for beginners. Selecting a horse,
training and learning to ride, saddles and bridles,
care and feeding of mounts.
Judging Horses and Mules, pamphlet, 31 pp., illus.,
6¢. The parts of horses and mules, and the desirable
characteristics that each should have. Various types
of horses and what to consider in buying one. Illus
trated with excellent charts and photographs.
Leisure League of America, Inc., 1309 I . Main St . Rich
mond, Va.
Friendl~ Animals: A Book of Unusual Pets , by Lucile
Quarry ,ann , booklet, 95 pp., Illus., 35~. Animal
pets, birds and water babies, from at home and a
broad - elephants, squirrells, kangaroos, lions,
parrots, frogs, marmosets.
Rand McNally and Company 538 S. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.
The Book of Dogs, by James Gilchrist Lawson, book,
64 pp., Illus., 10¢ plus 2¢ postage . Describes and
gives pictures of every breed of dog that is well
known in the United States and Canada. This book may
also be purchased in many chain stores and book
stores.
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Spratts Patent (America) Limited Newark N J
Cat Culture~ booklet, 63 pp~, illus:, 25t: Tabbies,
Siamese, Persian, and Abyssinian felines· their care
and diseases.
'
S ratt's Hints on
P e ,
PP•,
t dog ,
the general care,
an
ng,
ree
ng
,
and
what
do
for dog ailments. Charts on th~ feeding of do gs,to by
age and breed.
The Washington Service Bureau, 1013 Thirteenth st. N. w. 
Washington, D. c.
The Dog and Cat Book, by Louis M. Dorsch, pamphlet,
24 pp., 16¢. Dogs as pets, their breeds, characteris
tics, care feeding, treatment of diseases and train
ing. Cats, - long and short haired, their habits
feeding, and treatment.
'
See also:

Cattle Industry; Conservation; Milk.
Astronomy

American Education Press, Inc., 400 s. Front St., Colum
bus, Ohio.
Sun, Moon Stars, by Jeanette Smith, booklet, 36 pp.,
5 Showing second graders the sky clock,
illus., 17.
and that units of time are defined by the earth's
movements in relation to the sun. 'I1he stars and
their constellations, an Indian myth,
Time, by Ethel K. Howard, booklet, 36 pp., illus.,
~ Measuring time through the ages - the shadow
clock, the sun dial, the water clock, sand glass,
up to London's Big Ben and today's radio time. Easy
reading with good illustrations.
The American Museum of Natural History, Committee on Pop
ular Publications, Central Park west at 70th st., New York,
N. Y.
Comets, Meteorites, and Meteous, by Chester A Reeds,
(GuldeLeaflet Series, No. 77), pamphlet, 16 pp.,
illus., 13¢. The origin, action, and composition of
comets, meteors, and meteorites.
Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago, Ill.
The Moon, by Oliver G. Farrington, leaflet, 12 pp.,
Illus., 10¢ plus 3t postage. General observations on
the moon and descriptions of individual features, all
of which are indicated on the accompanying chart of
the moon's surface.
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~~r~er Publishing Company, 2046 E. 71st. St., Cleveland,
Seein~ Stars, by W. B. White book 61 pp
illus
lo~ Pus postage. An element~ry bo~k of th~ stars•:
what stars to look for, the movement of the stars
the sky in spring and in autumn, the earth and th~
sun, and the moon, meteors, and comets.
Leisure League of America, Inc., 1309 i . Main Street,
Richmond, Va.
Discover the Stars, by Gaylord Johnson, booklet, 106
pp., illus., 35~. Chapter headings - We Are Given a
Great Star Glock in the North ; Our Starclock Turns
Into a Calendar; See the Pageant of the Varied Sea
sons; The Stars Teach Us to Guide our Ships; We Fol
low Galileo's Trail With Our Opera Field Glasses .
School Nature League, 15 w. 77th St., New York, N. Y.
Study the Stars, by Dorothy A. Bennett, 3 sheets,
illus., 6,¢. Prepared for schools by the assistant
curator of the Hayden Planetarium of New York .
Agriculture
Connecticut State College, Extension Service , Storrs, Conn.
Farm Credit Administration, Information and Extension
Dept., Washingt on, D. C.
International Harvester Company, 180 N. Michigan Ave .,
Chicago, Ill.
Johns-Manville, 22 E . 40th st ., New York, N. Y .
Mississippi state College, Extension Dept., State Colleg e,
Miss .
state Natural History Survey, 219 Natural History Bldg.,
Urbana, Ill.
Superintendent of Documents, Washington , D. C.
west Coast Lumb e rman's Association, 364 Stuart Bldg.,
Seattle, /ash.
Profitable Hog Raising can be secured from this associa
tion.
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Birds
American
bus,
Ohio Education Press, Inc., 400 s • Fron t St ., ColumAmerican Museum of Natural History , Roy w. Miner, Chair
man, Committee on Popular Publications, Central Park west,
New York, N. Y.
Americaa Nature Association 1214 Sixteenth st ., Washing

ton, D. C.

Chicago Tribune, Ohicago, Ill.
Joseph H. Dodson, Inc., Kankakee , Ill.
Dwinell-Wright Company, 68 Fargo St., P.
Boston, Mass .

o.

Box 1871,

The R. T. French Company, 2356 Mustard St ., Rochester,
New York.
Harter Publishing Company, 2046 E. 71st St ., Cleveland,

o.

National Association of Audubon Societies , 1006 Fifth
Ave., New York , N. Y.
Rand McNally Company, 538 S . Clark St ., Chicago, Ill.
Superintendent of Documents ,

fashington, D. C.

Webb Book Publishing Company 55-79 E. 10th St ., St. Paul,

Minn .

Whitman Publishing Company, Racine,

isconsin.

Cattle Industry
Armour and Company, Public Relations Dept., Union Stock
Yards, Chicago, Ill.
National Live Stock Producer , 160 N. LaSalle St ., Chica
go , Ill.
Pan American Union, Washington, D. C.
Swift and Company, Agricultural Research Dept., Chicago,
Ill.
Wils©n and Co., Meat Packers and Provisioners, Union
Stock Yards, Chicago, Ill.
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Clothing
Americhani Education Press, Inc., 400 s. Front st., Columbus, 0 o.
Boy Scouts of' America, 2 Park Ave., New York, N. y.
Esto Publishing Company, P.

o.

Box 46, Pasadena, Calif.

Household Finance Corporation, 919 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
Klearflax Linen Looms, Inc., Duluth, Minn.
Moore Press, Inc., 461 Eighth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Ohio Leather Company, Girard, Ohio
Tanner's Council of America, 100 Gold St., New York, N. Y.
Textile Foundation, Inc., Commerce Bldg., Washington, D.C.
United Shoe Machinery Corporation, 140 Federal st., Bos
ton, Mass.
John
Pa.

e.

Winston Company, 1006-1016 Arch st., Philadelphia,
Conmnmity

Association f'or Childhood Education, 1201 Sixteenth St.,
Washington, D. C.
Doubleday, Doran, and Company, 14

Rf

est 49th St., New York,

N. Y.
The Macmillan Company, 60 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Gharles Scribner's Sons, 597 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Conservation
American Education ·Press, Inc., 400
bus, Ohio

s.

Front St., Colum

Boy scouts of America, 2 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
Emergency Conservation Committee, 734 Lexington Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
successful Farming, Meredith Publishing Co., Des Moines,
Iowa.

/
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Superintendent of Documents, Wash ington, D.

c.

United States Forest Service, Agricultural Dept., Wash
ington, D. C.
United States Service, Regional Forester, San Fr ancisco,
Calif.
Western Pine Association, 510 Yeon Bldg ., Portland, Oregon
Entertainments
American Automobile Association, 17th st., and Pennsyl
vania Ave., Washington, D. c.
Association for Ch ildhood Education, 1201 Sixteenth st.,
N. W. Washington, D. C.
Chicago Park District, Burnham Park, Ch icago, Ill.
T. S. Denison and Company, Publishers, 20 3 N. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, Ill.
The Dramatic Publishing Company, 59 E . Van Buren st.,

Chicago, Ill.
Samuel French, 25, W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.; or 811
7th St.

W.

Good Teeth Council for Children, Inc., 400 N. Michigan
Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
Meyer and Brother, 230 E. Ohio st., Chicago, Ill.
National Board of Fire Underwriting, 85 John St., New
York , N. Y.
National Dairy Council, Ill. N. Canal St., Chicago, Ill.
National Education Association, 1201 Sixteenth St., N.
Washington, D. C.

w.

National Recreation Association, 315 Fourth Ave., New
York, N. Y.
National Safety gouncil, 20 N. Wacker Drive, Ch icago, Ill,
The Northwestern Press, 2200 Park Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Pixie Publishing Company, Ripon, Wisconsin.
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Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.

c.

University of Wisconsin, University Extension Division
Madison, Wis.
'
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation Bascom Hall Madison, Ill.
'
'
Woman's Home Sompanion Service Bureau, 250 Park Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
Flowers
Whitman Publishing Company, Racine, Wis.
Wild Flower Preservation Society, Inc., 3740 Oliver St.,
Washington, B. C.
Food
American Can eompany, Miss Isabel N. Young, Director,
Home Economics Dept., 230 Park Ave., New York , N. Y.
Joseph Burnett Gompany, 437 D. St., Boston Mass.
Commissioner of Agriculture, Harry D. Wilson, Box 951,
Baton Rouge, La.
Corn Industries Research Foundation, 270 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.
Corn Products Sales Company, 17 Battery Place, New York,
N. Y.
Follett Publishing eompany, 1257 S.
Ill.

abash Ave·., Chicago,

The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company , 420 Lexington
Ave., New York, N. Y.
Groton-Pew Fisheries, Ltd., Gloucester, Mass.
Household Finance Gorporation, 919 N. Michigan Ave., Chica
go, Ill.
Bruce Humphries, Inc., 30 Winchester

st.,

Boston, Mass.

International Harvester Company, 180 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
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Kraft-Phoenix Cheese Gorporation Home Economics Dept.,
500 Peshtigo Court, Chicago, I11:
Morton Salt Company, 208 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill.
The National Biscuit eompany, Shredded wheat Bakeries
Miss Gladys F. Wheeler, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
'
National Canner's Association, 1739 H. St. N . r; . Washing
ton, D. e.
Northwestern Yeast Gompany, 1750 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago,
Ill.
Oyster Institute of North America, 5600 32nd St. N. r.
Washington, D. 0.
Pillsbury Flour Mills Company, Minneapolis, Minn.
Secretary of State, Belle Reeves, Olympia, Wash.
Wheat Flour Institute, 309 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
Fruit
California Dried Fruit, Research Institute, 1 Drumm St.,
San Francisco, Calif.
California Fruit Growers Exchange, Educational Dept.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
.
Pan American Union, Washington; D. C.
Santa Fe System Lines, Public Relations Dept., Chicago, Ill.
Sun Maid Raisin Growers Association, Fresno, Calif.
Superintendent of Cocuments, Washington, D. O.
Tobacco By-Products and Chemical Corporation, Louisville,

Ky.
United Fruit Company, Educational Dept., Boston, Mass .
Washington state Apple Commision, P. O. Box 18, ·:venatchee,
tash.
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Gardening
American Education Press, Inc., 400 s. Front st., Colum
bus, Ohio
Chicago Park District, Burnham Park, Chicago, Ill.
The Children's Flower Mission, 5700 Detroit Ave., Cleve
land, Ohio
Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago, Ill.
Home Institute, Inc., 109

w.

19th st., New York, N. Y.

Leisure League of America, Inc., 1309
mond, Va.

w.

Main St., Rich

Mandeville and King Company, Rochester, N. Y.
University of Illinois, Dept. of Horticulture, Urbana, Ill.
Vermont Agricultural Extension Service, 491 Main st.,
Burlington, Vt.
The Washington Service Bureau, 1013 Thirteenth St., N.
W. Washington, D. C.
A. E. Wohlert, The Garden Nurseries, Narberth, Pa.
Handicraft
American Art Clay Company, Indianapolis, Ind.
Association for Childhood Education, 1201 Sixteenth st.,
N. w. Washington, D. C.
Burgess Handicraft and Hobby Service, 117 N. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
Chicago Park District, Burnham Park, Chicago, Ill.
Fawcett Publications, Inc., Greenwich, Conn.
E. M. Hale and Company, 5193 Plankinton Place, Milwaukee,
Wis .
J. L. Hammett Company, Kendall Square, Cambridge, Mass .

c.

Howard Hunt Pen Company, Camden, N. J.

Theo. P. Craft Company, Inc., Sandusky, Obio.
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NatkionNal YSoap Sculpture Committee, 80 E. 11th st., New
.
Yor , • •
Superintendent of Document,

ashington, D.

c.

Western Pine Association, Yeon Building, Portland, Ore.
Health
American Medical Association, 535 N. Dearborn St., Chica
go, Ill.
American Seating Company, 901 Broadway, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
American Social Hygiene Association, 50

New York, N. Y.

w.

50th

st.,

1

Better Vision Institution, Inc., 3157 International
Bldg., New York, N. Y.
Boy scouts of America, 2 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
Cleanliness Institute, 381 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Domestic Engineering Company, 1900 Prairie Ave., Chicago,
Ill.
Horlick's Malted Milk Corporation, Racine, Wis.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New York, N. Y.
National Dairy Council, 111 N. Canal St. Chicago, Ill.
National Tuberculosis Association, 50
York, N. Y.

v.

50th st., New

Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.

c.

Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, Bascom Hall, Madi
son, Wis.
Hobbies
Boy Scouts of .America, 2 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
Ladies Home Journal, Reference Library, Independence
Square, Philadelph ia, Pa.
Leisure League of America, Inc., 1309 W. Main St.,
Richmond , Va.
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Plymouth Cordage Company, North Plymouth, Mass.
Wayte Raymond, Inc., 630 Fifth Ave., New York, N. y.
Home Economics
The Hoover Company, Home Economics Dept., North Canton,

o.

Mahogany Association, Inc., 75 E. Wacker Drive, Chicag o,
Ill.

Michigan State Gollege, Bulletin Room, East Lansing,
Mich.
The Moore Press, Inc., 461 Eighth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Naumkeag Steam Cotton Co~pany, Pequot Mills, Salem, Mass.
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical Colleg e, Extension
Service, Stillwater, Okla.
Singer Sewing Machine Company , Singer Bldg., New York, N.
York
Spool Cotton Sompany, Educational Mail Dept., 54 Clark
St., Newark, N. J.
University of Maine, College of Agriculture, Extension
Service. Orono, Maine.
Vermont Agricultural Extension Service, 481 Main St.,
Burlington, Vt.
Woman's Home Companion Service Bureau, 250 Park Ave., New
York, N. Y.
Industries
American Can Company, 230 Park Ave., Mew York, N. Y.
American Gas Association, Inc., 420 Lexington Ave., New
York, N. Y.
Barber Asphalt Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Columbia University Press, Morningside Heights, New York,

N. Y.
Copper and Brass Research Association, 420 Lexington Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
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Pan American Union, Washington, D.
Portland Cement Association, 33
Ill.

w.

c.
Grand Ave. Chicago,

The Proctor and Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C.
Wesson Oil and Snowdrift Sales Company, 210 Baronne st.,
New Orleans, La.
Insects
American Museum of Natural History, c/o Dr. R. w. Miner,
Central Park West, at 79th st., New York , N. Y.
The Hoover Company, Home Economics Dept., North Canton, O.
School Nature League, 15

w.

77th St., New York, N. Y.

The Washington Service Bureau, 1013 Thirteenth St., N.
Washington, D. c.

r.

Whitman Publishing Company, Racine, Wis.
Light
American Press (Education,) Inc., 400
umbus, Ohio

s.

Front St., Col

General Electric Company, Lamp Dept., 166 Nela Park,
Cleveland, Ohio
National Carbon Company, Dept., A-9, Box 635 , Grand Cen
tral Station, New York, N. Y.
Western Institution of Light and Vision, 3407 Lowery Rd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Meat
Armour and Company, Public Relations Dept., Union Stock
Yards, Chicago, Ill.
Household Finance Corporation, 919 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
National Live Stock and Meat Board, Dept., of Nutrition,
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407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.
Swift and Company, Agricultural Research Dept., Chicago,
Ill.
Milk
American Education Press, Inc., 400
bus, Ohio.

s.

Front St., Colum

Evaporated Milk Association, 307 N. Michigan Ave., Chica
go, Ill.
E. M. Hale and Compiny, Milwaukee, Wis.
Irradiated Evaporated Institute, 307 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
National Dairy Council, 111 Canal st., Chicago, Ill.
Superintendent of Documents,

rashington, D.

c.

Radio
American Radio Relay League, Inc., West Hartfor, Conn.
National Association of Broadcasters, ~ ashington, D. C.
Scholastic Corporation, 430 Kinnard Ave., Dayton, Ohio.
Supreme Publications, 3727 W. 13th st., Chicago, Ill.
Railroads
American Education Press, Inc., 400
umbus, Ohio

s.

Front st., Col

Association of American Railroads, Transportation Bldg.,
Washington, D. c.
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company, Public
Relations Dept., Railways Exchange, Chicag o, Ill.
Follett Publishing Company, 1257 S.
Ill.

abash Ave., Chicag o,

The Pullman Company, 79 E. Adams St., Chicago, Ill.
Railway Express Agency, General Sales Dept., 230 Park
Ave., New York, N. Y.

lM
Science
Air Conditioning Manufacturers' Association, Southern
Bldg., ~ashington, D. c.
American Institute Science and Engineering Clubs, 60
East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
America n Museum of Natural History, c/o Dr. R• • Miner,
Central Park West at 79th st., New York, N. Y.
American Nature Associati~n, 1214 Sixteenth St., N.
Washington, D. C.

r.

Association for Childhood Education, 1201 Sixteenth St.,
N• • Washington, D. c.
California Department of Education, Textbooks and Publi
cations Dept., Sacramento, Calif.
Chicago Academy of Sciences, Lincoln Park at Clark and
Ogden Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Columbia University Press, Morningside Heights, New York,

N. Y.
Ford Motor Company, 3674 Schaefer Rd., Dearborn, Mich.
National Recreation Association, 3.5 Fourth Ave., New
York, N. Y.
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C.
Sugar
American Sugar Refining Company, 120

all st., New York,

N. Y.
Arbuckle Brothers, 71 rater St., New York, N. Y.
Bitting, Inc., 20 Exchange Place, New York, N. Y.
California and Hawaiian Sugar Refining Corporation, Ltd.,
Matson Bldg., 215 Market st., San Francisco, Calif.
Joseph H. Dodson Company 701 Harrison Ave., Kankakee, Ill.
Farmers and Manufacturers Beet Sugar Association, Second
National Bank Bldg., Saginaw, Mich.
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Louisiana State Department of Agriculture, Comissioners
of Agriculture, Box 951, Baton Rouge, La.
Pan American Union, Washington, D.

c.

Penick and Ford, Ltd., Inc., New 0rleans, La.
United States Beet Sugar Association, Tower Bldg., Wash
ington, D. C.
Bacon and Vincent Company, Inc., 1 Ellicott st., Buffalo,
N. Y.
Joseph H. Dodson Company, 701 Harrison Ave., Kankakee,
Ill.
Follett Publishing Company, 1257 s. Wabash Ave., Chica
go, Ill.
Harter Publishing Company, 2046 E. 71st st., Cleveland,

o.

Rand McNally and Company, 538 s. Clark st., Chicago, Ill.
Save-the-Redwoods League, University of California,
Berkeley, Calif.
School Nature League, 15 T. 77th St., New Yor·k, N. Y.
Superintendent of Documents,

ashington, D. C.

Whitman Publishing Company, Racine, ~is.
Wild Flower Preservation Society, Inc., 3740 Oliver St.,
Washington, D. c.
Visual Aids
George P. Brown and Company, 38 Lovett St., Beverly,
Mass.
De Vry Corporation, 1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Educational Screen, Inc., 64 E. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.
Burton Holmes Films, Inc., 7510 N. Ashland Ave., Chica
go, Ill.
Keystone View Company, Meadville, Pa.
National Child Welfare Association, Inc., 70 Fifth Ave.,
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New York, N. Y.
National Geographic Society, 16th and M. sts., N.
Washington, D. C.

V/ .

The Perry Pictures Company, Malden, Mass.
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.

c.

Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau, 347 Madison Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
Weather
Chief' of United States Weather Bureau, Washington, D.
McKnight and McKnight Publishers, Bloomington, Ill.
School Nature League, 15

w.

77th St., New York, N. Y.

The Vashington Service Bureau, 1013 Thirteenth St.,
N. w. Washington, D. C.

c.

